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ASBSUSenate warms to the press
By Lisa Krepel
The UniversIty News

The ASBSU Senate on Tuesday
averted a legal actionlhreatenedby
the University News by passing
Senate billll.
The bill's stated purpose is "to
insure compliance, by the ASBSU
Senate, to the Idaho open meeting
law." Sponsored by Sens. Mike
Haddon and Lou Esposito, it
amended the senate rules to adhere
to Idaho Code 67-2340, which
specifies when elected officials may
hold closed meetings.
The senate's use of closed meeting was called into question by the
University News during a senate
appointment. committee meeting.
Sen. Ron·,Ctaig • .wbo,cbaire(hthe,

According to Haddon the senate reasons for voting against it.
has always held closed meetings
Sen. Chris Peters, who chaired the
and did not know they were in vio- meeting and therefore did not vote,
lation of any state laws.
expressed his disappointment with
Esposito, who was appointed to the bill later in the session.
the senate on Oct. 11, said "I'm a
"I would hate to think that the
finn believer in openness in gov- senate was blutfed or lied to just to
ernment and we have a responsibilhave some kind of power surge by
ity to the students."
the UniversityNews," Peters said.
Sens.
Hurtado,
Warthen,
. Peters claimed to have called the
Davidson;MyersHaddon,Esposito
law firm representing the University
Garvin and Waldron voted for th~ News to find out how much money
bill. Sen. Curtis Osterloh was the was being spent on legal action.
only 'no' vote, and Sens.
"I spoke to several attorneys, and
Michalschek and Banks abstained.
they said they had no record of
"I don't agree with everything in talking to the UniversityNews. Any
the bill, I don't think that student work they do for free has to go
money should be spent on a law- through the managing partner, and
suit," Michalschek said.
this situation is extremely rare,"
Banks said, "I just feel that there Peters said.
.
..
are a lot of things going on I'd like
Larry Purviance, editor. of the
. 10 hear more aoout.) can't maIce a "fliiijfe,sityNe)lIs,offe~roprovjde
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BSU COp attends date rape seminar
way to have your first sexual experiencel It's a wonder that any of
them get married and have families." He added that many victims
Acquaintance or date rape victim- drop out of school and "let their
izes one out of every six women on whole career go down the tube"
rather than face the rapist again.
college campuses, said Campus
One extremely disturbing aspect
Police Sgt. Dave Stiusworth. "If
we have a student body at BSU of of the problem, Stiusworth said, is
13,000, and half of them are women, that "the female's view toward rape
that's over 1,000 rapes on this cam- is dumb. They don't want to do
anything about it because they feel
pus."
Stittsworth returned recently from it's their fault. If someone hits me,
a Campus Crimes Prevention Pro- I'm gonna hit him back. But most
gram in Louisville, Kentucky with women tend to protect these guys
some eye-opening statistics and in- and are afraidofembarrassing them!
And they won't report them to poformation on the subject.
"What really got to me," he said, lice."
Although 10 percent of rapes are
"is that 50 percent of the college
women who are victims of this kind committed against men, they also
of rape are virgins. What a terrible refrain from reporting, Stiusworth
By Jody Howard

The University News

said, because of the macho stigma,
that "they're not a man if they get
raped."
Counselors and police spent an
afternoon at the conference shouting at each other over the issue of
reponing the crime, he said.
"I agree that victims should have
someone to talk to and see them
through the trauma. But the rape
needs to be reponed to police. That
way we can begin establishing a
pattern."
Counselors don't think that victims should have to report a rape
unless they want to, said Stittsworth,
and victims usually won't report if
it's someone they know. "If we
can't prove it, at least we can move

a guy in a dorm to another floor.
Why should she have to keep seeing
him? He should be moved."
Combatting the problem is a dilemma, admits Stiusworth, but he
recommends that everyone get educated forstarters. Women need to
stop feeling responsible for the rape
and to take action. "Scream. Don't
protect him or be embarrassed for
him." He also suggests knowing
exactly who you're going out with
and where you're going. "Don't be
coerced. You don't have to do anything you don't want to."
Men, he said, need to simply learn
that "No means No. A lot of guys
don't even know what rape is. If she
mutters the 'n' in 'no,' you don't

comm students sponsor rape symposium
Kathleen Cressler

The Univers}ty News
It seems student awareness may
be taking a turn for the better.
Communication lab '90, in conjunctienwith student YWCA and
the Women's Crisis Center in Boise
, are putting together a date rape
. symposium on Oct. 23 at 6:30 io 9
p.m. at the Western Hemingway
Studies Center. Because the symposium is working in conjunction
with the Crisis Center, a food donation box will be set' up that
evening. Your contributions are
appreciated.
Four speakers will lecture and a
film will be shown on date rape
giving information for males and
females alike. The speakers include:
Sherry Iverson, a nurse consultant
at St. Luke's Regional Medical

Center,Mary Ann Herzing, student
counselor at the' College of Idaho,
Vickey Bameu, Program Director
for the Residential Treatment Center .at Intermountain Hospital and
Laurie Gillis, Victim WitnessCoordinator for the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office for the
. state of Idaho. Bev laChance, Executive Director of the Women's
Crisis Center will represent the center and help host the event.
The film, "Campus Rape" is hosted
by Susan Dey and Corbin Bernsen.
It depicts four real' rape victims and
their stories.
The purpose of the symposium is
"to give people awareness, the more
action' that happens with rape
awareness, the more people become
aware, the less it might occur be-

Continued on Page 20

touch 'em."
Even though 90 percent of date
and acquaintance rapes are alcohol
or drug related, the rapist can still
be prosecuted, he said. Stittsworth
suggested communication among
women to protect each other against
certain types of men.
Campus police have several excellent videos on date rape for
groups or individuals to borrow,
and Stiusworth offers to talk to the
groups if they want him to.
"Get educated! I'll do whatever
it takes to stop it. I'll patrol the
dorm hallways if I have to," said
Stiuswonh,

C{u6

.'13St(l

Chi Alpha meet every Fri., 7:30
p.m., Yo-Tech rm.119.
DPMA (Student Chapter) will
have a meeting on Tues., Nov. 6
at 3 p.m. in rm B222. Refreshments will be served.
DPMA (parent Chapter) will
be meeting at Marie Calendar's
onWed.,Nov.14. Guestspeaker
will be Dr. Gary Green chairman
CISjPR dept.
6 p.m. No Host Hour
7 p.m. Dinner
.
8 p.m. Speech; Current CIS
activities
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
will be having a video night on
Thurs. Oct. 25 at 7 p.m. iii the
Yo-Tech Bldg. inrm 210. For
information
call 342-6997.
...
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the delegated ~ and confmning
understanding
of the process'
through the review.
Nov.20: "Motivating the Pr0ductive Employee" will show the
importance of acknowledging employees' accomplishments, getting
employees involved in planning,
encouraging them to share their
views, jointly developing activities
and involving them in future activities."
.
Nov. 27:
"Implementin
~
Change" will discuss how to ph ,
for change by gathering inform. .
tion on the change process, lookir, ~
at how change will impact employees. getting employees involved in
the change process and monitoring
the implementation process.
For more information on the
professional
development
programs, call the CMD at 385-3861.

Management development
worksltops
Workshops in accounting, finance, management skills basic
leadership skills for supervisors will
be offered in Nov. by BSU,s Center
for Management
Development
(CMD).
The lone seminar in accounting
and finance is $95 and will be held
from 8:30 am. - 4:30 p.m, Nov. 7.
The seminar is titled "Financial
StatementAnalysisandCashNeeds
Forecasting" and will discuss how
cash flows and financial statements
are related and how to develop the
tools necessary to prepare proposals to obtain short-term funding essential to the operation of a firm.
Seminars in management skiIls
are $95 and wiII be held from 8:30
am. - 4:30 p.m, except for "Effective Business Writing," which is
$45 and will be held from 8:30 noon. The schedule is:
Nov.3: "Managing C~ange in
the 90's" is. an overview of the
changing business environment,
changing technologies and new
threats and opportunities.
Nov. 10: "Effective Business
Writing" will discuss technical and
mechanical aspects of writing
(grammar,ptmetuationandformat);
"the impMance of reviewing and
editing; and how to create effective
memos,leners and reports so readers receive the intended message.
Seminars in basic leadership
skills for supervism are $45 and
are held from 7-IOp.m. Theschedule is:
Nov.6: "Fundamental Skills of
Communicating with People" wiII
show how to construct clear messages that reach your employees'
levels of understanding and effectively give feedback.
Nov. 13: "Delegating Effectively" will cover a four-step process of delegating: explaining to
the employee the need to delegate,
involving the employee in the process, clarifying all issues related to

Nuclear'society holds
membershipdrive
The Idaho Section of the American Nuclear Society has begun the
annual membership drive. MembClShipin the Section is open to any
person who is interested in the
peaceful applications of nuclear
energy, including industrial, medical and research.
This year's goal is 2,000 members.
Local dues are only $3 and are
waived for students and retired persons. Applications can be obtained
from Jo Ferguson or Lloyd Brown,
Membership Chairs, P.O. Box
51635, Idaho Falls, 10. 834051635.
The American Nuclear Society
promotes the peaceful useof nuclear
energy and power, provides scholarship endowments to state universities for educational programs,
provides accurate and current information on nuclear issues, and
actively participates
with the
American Nuclear Society on a na-

tionalleveI. Programs include national speakers from industry and
the scientific community, information panels on current events and
the annual pizza party.

Philosophy club presents
"Ethical Naturalism"
The BSU Philosophy Club is
sponsoring a philosophical presentation by Dr. Andrew Schoedinger
on "Ethical Naturalism,"
Dr. Warren Harbison will becritiquing Dr. Schoedinger with Dr.
Alan Brinton critiquing
both
Harbison's and Schoedinger's arguments on Mon., OCt. 29, in the
LookoutRoom in SUB at3:30 p.m.
Copies of Dr. Schoedinger's
presentation will be available for
photocopying in the library on reserve under Philosophy
Club
Colloquium.
Call Mary Karol Hartwell 3433997 or Steve Martinez 389-1324
for more information.

Greek organizations
sponsors Holloween
dance
On Thurs., OCt 25 at 1929 University Drive, two BSU Greek organizations are continuing the tradition of sponsoring a Halloween
Dance for local mentally handicapped young people. The activity
is hosted by the LOS fmtemity,
Sigma Gamma Chi, two chapters
of the LOS Sorority, and Lamda
Delta Sigma
The popular annual program has
been orgapized,by the two religious
greek organizations for at least four
years. The participants wear Halloween costumes and have an excellent time.
For more information call Dick
McKinnon,
advisor of Sigma
Gamma Chi at 375-1068.

World food day telecorlference 1990
"Will your grandchildren eat?" Dr. Bob Corbin asks publicly for the
World Food Day Teleconference at BSU OCt 16. But for many Idaho
citizens today, the more pressing question is "Will my children eat?" or
"Will I eat?"
Most emergency food programs in Ada County report increased numbers
of people needing help in 1990. Forexamp'le, the Salvation Army showed
a four percent increase in numbers of families receiving food boxes in the
first nine months of 1990 compared to the first nine months of 1989. St.
Mary's Church had a 17 percent increase in the first quarter and a 34
percent increase in the second quarter of 1990.
.
In Ada County there are 12private emergency food box programs, three
soup kitchens and six emergency shelter programs. AlI of these are private
programs, mostly church based and funded, "In addition, Ada County
Community Services can provide food or shelter when no other resources
are available.
The major public food assistance is Food Stamps. The U.S. Department
of Health and Welfare didn't publish Food Stamp statistics before July
1989, but the number offood stamp cases statewide in July 1990 was five
percent higher than the 1989 caseload.
OCt 16istheanniversaryofthefoundingofthe
United Nations Food and
AgricultureOrganization.Sincel981,ithasbeenobservedasWorldFood
Day in every slate of the United States and in more than 140 nations.
THE WOMEN OF BSU CREATE ANNUAL CRAFTS BAZAAR
You can find unique and beautiful Christmas gifts at the Women of
BSU's~ampusCraftCompanyBazaarNov.8-llintheCampusElementary
gymnasium.
The hours for the bazaar will be 9 am, - 8 p.m. Nov. 8-9,9 am. - 6 p.m.
Nov. 10 and 12 p.m. - 5 p.m, Nov. 11.
The bazaar, which benefits the BSU Scholarship Fund, will feature
holiday crafts and other items such as jewelry, picture frames, dolls and
baskets.
The Women ofBSU iscomposedofBSU
faculty, staffand wives ofBSU
employees, It is primarily an organization that raises funds for two fulltuition scholarships, one awarded to an individual from the community
and the other to a child of a BSU employee.
For more information, call Campus Crafts coordinator Trudy Leiniger at
385-3648 or 888-5514.

Boise medical physicist honored in Nashville
Roger G. Stano, M.S., the medical physicist associated with the Mountain States Tumor Institute in Boise, was recently named as a fellow of the
American ColIege of Radiology (ACR), during ceremonies at the ACR
annual meeting in NashvilIe, Tennessee. Selected for his outstanding
contributions to the field of radiology. Mr. Stano was named as one of 131
new fellows by the College's Board of Chancellors. It is also significant
that a physicist would be selected as historically only 74 other physicists
have been named.
Mr. Stano was recognized for his 20 years of outstanding work in the
radiology community. for his service to organized medicine and for his
exceptional reputation among colleagues and in the local community.
The ACR is a national organization serving more than 20.000 radiologists, radiation oncologists and radiological physicists, with progra!J1s
focusing on the practice of radiology and the delivery of comprehensive
radiologic health services.

Greg GaUent
Conlume, Economla ond Housing
Comell University
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"The first time I saw a Madntosh, I was
immediately hooked. It's a work of an. I saw
the student pridng and my next move
was obvious: get one.
."Some other computers are cheaper,
but they're a pain to learn, and working on
them can be a grueling experience.
Lastyear, a friend bought another kind
of computer against my advice and has used
it for maybe 15hours. What a waste.
"Macintosh, on the other hand, is a
logical extension of the mind. It lets you
concentrate on what's in your paper, not on
how to get it on paper. Youcan create
professional-looking documents in
minutes, and you lose the fear of
learning new programs because they
all work in the same way.
"Once you've worked with a
Madntosh, there's no turning back'
For all your Computer needl.
vilit the Data Center
BU11ne11Building, Room 116

Think of the six women
closest to YOUe
Now gtless
which 0thin~willberaped
s year; ..

One out of lilt college women will be sexually usaulled Ibis year.
But)'OU can change the odds of it hIppening. Simply by trying to
IYOid situations that 1eaYe)'OU or)'OUr friends Yulnerab1e.

RJr IIaItel1, filIIow security meuun:s. Don't prop Iesidence hall

doon opaL Walk with. friend after dark. Andbe _
that dIIe
npe is...
pnlbIem 011 cdJeIe c:ampuICL With IIIIIl)' ofthae

rapes imdving~

""."

11m llwethae fIIdI with Uof

ofthcm will become IIIOIher .. ,,;:;'

"

"

":.
friends. And.1IllIIC
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BSU students protest U.S. involvement in Iraq
Chereen Myer

The University News
A local environmental group
staged a peaceful demonstration
Onthe capital steps in Boise Saturday.
. The group called Boise Greens,
IS J?rotesting the current U.S.
policy of military intervention
In the Persian Gulf and issue a
plea to bring the troops back
home, "now," according to JUdy
Anderson, member of the environmental group.
Anderson, who carried a sign
that read "Support our troops in
the Persian Gulf. Bring our
troops home now while they are
still alive." The goup supports
"peaceful negotiation through
the United Nations with the Arab
Nations themselves taking the
lead. "
Anderson believes that there
are other Boise residents who
oppose the U.S. involvement in
the Persian Gulf but are"afraid
to speak out."
Instaging a demonstration she
hopes to show other Boiseans
that the Boise Greens is against
U;S. Involvement.
Jon Knapp, spokesman for
Boise Greens, organized the
demonstration. The organizati~n is an aspiring political party
Said Knap~.
"Wecon emnSaddamHussein
but f I th t it'
rall
ee a I s mo y wrong
to be there(the Persian Gulf) , "
....
..
..
.

said Knapp.
Knapp agreed with Anderson
that the alternative to military
'l!1v?lvement IS peaceful nego-

SUPft)R1

uauon,

"It's not too late to prevent a.
resource war. We can drive our
cars less if it means saving the
lives of women, men and
children, "said Knapp.
The demonstration featured
speakers including Dr. Michael
Bl~ine, a sociology professor at
BOise State.
"Take a political stand against
this policy," said Blaine,"We
have to stand up and say lets not
do this by making war. We have
more Important problems to deal
with than something that could
be dealt with by the U.N."
Pat Hall, member of the Boise
Greens, described the Boise
Peace Quilt Project. The three
quilts made by the Project were
made by "mothers who are Concemedeboutchlldren," said Hall
The quilts features the childre~
of ~omen who helped make the
quilt, such as Kyle and Dustin'
Hall, her grandsons. The quilt
read, "Yes to the machinery of
Death, no to the machinery of
death."
A demonstrator sang, "Just say
no to the desert shields. Do not
go to the killing fields. Peace
won't come with a hand held
gun.'.'
In the background was a sign
thatread, "We're not the world's
c~~~~~en.
Bring our men

OU~

iRoOf~

IN

ilt E r(r.skutG\41~

. BRING
THEM.

\\OME
NOW

5exualabusEi'worl<shopplahned"

Photo, by Brad Hollenbaugh

Judy Anderson, a member of the Boise Greens, fights for a peaceful soluti~n'and
expert in assessing and develop"
. ing treatment programs for protests the U.S. policy of military intervention in the Persian GuH.
sexual abuse victims.
Sexual abuse knows no specific
Hindman's treatment approach
gender or age group. It happens combines counselling therapy
JUst as frequently to men as it with NLP and Ericksonian hYJ}:
does to women.
nosis techniques. The focus of
-x
Infants, children, adolscents
this type of treatment is to deand adults are the victims of termine what representational
sexual abuse. Sex abuse of- terms clients best associate with
fenders range in age from young (visual, verbal, kinesthetic) and
children to adults.
develop treatment goals which
This week a seminar designed are
better
understood,
for professionals who deal with representationally by the victim.
sexual victimization will be
"I became involved quite by
presented by two nationally
accident," she said. "while
known s~akers. Jan Hindman, working in a program for emoM.S.,M.Ed.,andRickGardner,
tionally disturbed children durM. Ed., C.T.C. will be the guest ing 1973 through 1978, I found
lectures.
that 95 percent of them were
"Breaking the Trauma Bond" sexual a6use victims."
is an advanced training conferAccording to Hindman these
ence On Sexual Victim Assess- children are primarily incest
ment, Neuro Linguistic Pro- victims. Only 15 percent are
gramming
(NLP)
and abused by someone they don't
Ericksonian Hypnosis.
know.
The seminar dates are Oct. 25,
The numberofyoung children
26 and 27 at the Owyhee Plaza andadolescentswhoaresexually
Hotel in Boise.
abused is about the same. She
According to Kylie Gardner, indicated national statistics
the seminar coordinator, the showing infant sexual abuse has
seminar will help the profes- increased 300 percent,
sionaltherapists/praetitionersdo
Children should be treated as
better therapy for their clients.
early as possible when they have
"Sexualaouseisdifferentfrom
been a victim of sexual abuse ..
physical abuse,"she said. .'
"One of the saddest things that
Sexual abuse is any unwanted we can do is to wait till the child
touching or innuendo (i.e, falls apart," said Hindman.
showing a child pornography) Hindman offers advice to the
oranysexbetweentwopartners
educational system, "I really
who cannot consent (te. ege think colleges need to incorpodifference in which the victim IS rate child abuse in their educatoo young or unable to make a tion programs ...it is rampant.
decision or who does not have . Anyone who graduates and is
the intellectual' capacity to de- going to do anYthing with chilcide).·
. dren need to be aware of this."
The choice of Boise as the
She feelsthatIdaho and Oregon
.
seminar site is due to the over- have good child abuse laws. "I
whelmingsuPlX?rtof~cipants
go to places throughout the
from past seminars. Ariother countrY. lhave lectured in all
reason being "the child abuse but tt.srates, ..many of these
-.
laws in Idaho are wonderful as places
don't
do
as
the)' stand," said Gardner. .. .' m~ch,"conceming child abuse·
·When
GoodnightD
!~~~:.
." ..
L..:-.":,,,. _~_:-:_":'_":". ':". :-:._'"':'_":'_.~_.~_._~_~ ..~. ~_ .~_~_;... ':'::';::;';;:-"';:'::;~4==.=.;:.;;:.
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By Holly Capps
The Umverslty News
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FU10n Sale
SITIING

SLEEPING

LOUNGING

/

Complete Frame and Mattress

$199.95
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DOUGlAS WA'1ERB.EDS AND OAK
Boise327 0137'
Namp-a 465 5947
Idaho says
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HSBSU
Spotlight

Obviously, it helps the student organizations involved but most importantly it helps the environment.
Aluminum that is recycled isalurninum not raped from the earth. BSU
is a beautiful place to start being
gentle to our planet.
asbsu senator sez'

RECYCLE
by Robert Waldron
ASBSU Senator
Special to The University NeWs

orgoto your

room.

dammit.

Last weeks

University
News column
"This Phoenix:
Earth" (Oct.
15, 1990)covered some of
the development of the
Campus Environmental ManagementPlan (CEMP). John Franden,
President Keiser's executive assistant, coordinates the committees
involved with theCEMP. This program is a recycling effort aimed at
mostly paper products and not aluminum cans. The proceeds of
CEMP go towards a general fund.
The administration purposely left
out aluminum cans from their efforts so that student organizations
could start !,heir own recycling
programs to help fund theirendeavors. All student organizations are
encouraged to participate. American Recycling is willing to come on
campus to pick up the cans and
Coca-Cola will donate containers
suitable for aluminum can reclamation.
These companies are
making it easy for the willing student organizations to participate.
Mike Jones, representative of the
biology Association of Grad Students and Tim O'Neil, Vice President of Scabbard and Blade, affiliated with the R.O.T. C., BSU and
P.E. Majors and Minors have already expressed their organizations'
interest. Others are welcome to
join. Since another meeting will be
held in the coming weeks, interested groups should contact myself
or Eric Love.
.
Regarding CEMP, there are still
committees that need student members. Call John Franden, ex. 1535,
for committee information.
I strongly urge you to help these
programs by using the reclamation
bins as they become available.
~:
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Letters to The University
News are accepted and encouraged. We reserve the
right to edit for grammar
and libelous content. Letters must be typed, doublespaced and include your
signature and telephone
number for verification.
Maximum length for letters is 250 words. Letters.
submitted withoPtP~o~~.:
numbers and signatures'
will not be printed.
.

The University News

by Dr. Lonnie Willis
Professor of English

The University News
You should try to be responsible
at least once every day. Some
small attempt 1O credit yourself
with each success will help you
pull it off and make subsequent
experiments easier. People have
been known 1O invent inexpensive, homely schemes, somewhat
like the oldtime gunfighter's
notch, to record these victories.
Even a chart will serve.
I do not recommend that you
exceed this daily score, however.
Once is beautiful; thatsingledeed
will show precision, boldness,and
purpose. The single act is intensified by expressive space all
around. Active responsibility is
served by inactivity as surely as a
musical tone is enhanced by a
rest, Besides, you must be conteiii\vilb'
daily
responsibility lest you develop a
reputation.
Supernumerary accountability
will diminish your freedom of
action. Fill up your day with
responsibility and observe how
quickly you lose the edge. You
~llbecomew~t~uoo.Wh~
everyone knows you for A Responsible Human Being (i.e., a
"mark"), you will abandon your

one

esSay''intO
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"expressive space" and trade it for
glory. Every call for Responsible
Action will end up on your answering service. So here's what you must do: practice your innate gift for idling as a
means of preserving the purity of
your expressive space. Here'show
to do it, Let's say some friends of
yours have decided 1O res tore an old
house (garage, car, person), and they
insist it is your responsibility to
help. Go ahead and show up. But
idle. With your hands in your pockets, look at things and comment.
When asked 1O lift a heavy object,
say something like, "You guys go
ahead, I can't see that flange up
close." Without putting a hand on
responsibility, you will find that
friends adjust to you.
When I was in the
Army, I had a friend
who rodean imaginary
motorcycle
everywhere.
He pan tomimed his Harley and" '
made
wet-mouth
noises. At first when
Fothergill rode his
"motorcycle" on a messy detail like
scouring the motorpool floor, other
troops would yell, "Fothergill, git
your fugging butt 1O work on this
grease patchl"
After a while,
though, it became, "Fothergill, git

by Dr. Andrew Schoedinger
Associate Professor of Philosophy

The University News

There is no doubt that our country
is facing many crises. One of great
concern to me is the crisis of responsibility. For several decades
people have increasingly refused to
take responsibility for their own
behavior. Abrogating such responsibility has far-reaching consequences which often manifest
themselves in independent and unrelated ways. Understanding this is
necessary if we wish to solve this
country's crises. We must attack
the causes of our problems and not
just treat symptoms. Consequently,
we must change our attitudes con-

am-

This Week

"lndividual ,\
Responsibility"

Continued on page 6

ing
be-

mvior
and
our
relp»

sibility for it There are several
concrete examples which are exemplifications of this crisis of responsibility.
1. Recently a woman attempted 1O
sue the Jim Beam liquor company.
Her contention was ~t the company was responsible for causing

retardation and physical deformities in her son by not stating on its
whiskey label that alcohol consumption by pregnant women could
cause birth defects in 'their children
even though she admitted consuming as much as half a fifth of the
liquor daily during her pregnancy.
Fortunately, she lost the suit. Notwithstanding the fact that any person who puts an unborn child's life
in jeopardy in such a manner is
grossly irresponsible, the fact that
she brought suit against Jim Beam
clearly demonstrates an unwillingness to take responsibility for her
already irresponsible behavior.
2. Within the past year a woman
successfully sued RJ. Reynolds
Tobacco Company contending that
40 years of heavy smoking contributed to her husband's demise.
Doubly disturbing about this case is
that our court system aided and
abetted this woman not understanding 'that her husband -was responsible for his bcl1aviorand, thus, sent
a message to the society at Iargenot
1O be concerned about such responsibility.
3. Several years ago a manufacturer of ice hockey equipment anticipated the necessity of going out
of business after several decades
because he could no longer afford
liability insurance, even though, by
all accounts, he produced superior
products, Now it seems 1O this

person, at any rate, that if someone voluntarily plays ice hockey
~t they possess enough intelligence 1O understand the inherent
danger in the sport. Blaming the
manufacturers for injury is simply another example of one not
taking responsibility for one's
own behavior.
4. Several states have passed
host laws. These laws hold the
host of a private party responsible for his guests' behavior after they leave the host's house. In
other words, if a person leaves a
party and causes property damage or threatens another's life
and limb, the injured person can
sue not the perpetrator of the
crime but rather the host of the
party. That one finds such a law
outrageous is because individuals in a free society are required
to take responsibility for their
own behavior.
There are many more examples
as a review of the proIiferationof'
law suilS over the past several
decades wiD attest Not accepting responsibility for one's behavior inevitably leads to irresponsible behavior, When irresponsible behavior becomes the
norm, the very fabric (moral and
otherwise) of our society becomes threatened. The nature of

Continued on page 6

BSU Women's Center
cusof selected women's issues, e.g.,
Women'sCenterin 1974, whileISU
by Terry-Ann Spitzer
implementedtbeirprogramin
1985. economics, employment, upward
mobility, housing and displaced
Assistant Professor
The women students need a similar
Special to The University News _ focalpointandprogramslOaddress
homemakers.
6. Collaboration with the Human
their concerns.
Performance and Wellness Alliance
, Theprogramsandissuesthatcould
of the combe
facilitated by a Women's Center and interested members
Have you
include:
_
munity on
ever been
specific
1.
Educational
prodateraped?
grams dealing with
While some help is projects
Do
you
which adforms of abuse such as
have
an
available
through
d res
s
rape,
date
rape,
sexual
eating 'diswomen's
harassment,
incest
and
.
scattered offices on health isorder?
other forms of sexual
Have you
campus, there is a sue such
and physical abuse.
been sexuneed
for a coordina- as anorexia
2.
Support
groups
for
ally abused?
Are you a nonbufe- tion of these services. and
traditional female student look- non-traditional
limia.
males,
wives
of
noning fora support group? Areyou
7. Noon
asingle mother trying 1O go 1O traditional male, single
"Brown
parents
and
victims
of
school?
Bag"
Where can you go for help on abuse or rape.
lunches where women can .•meet,
3.
Development
of
a
unifiedvoice
campus for any of these probexperiences and further their
lems? While some help is avail- for addnissing security needs on Wre
ties lOthecampuscommunity.
For
able through scattered offices on campus.
example, .on a monthly basis, a
4.
Special
conferences
and
workcampus, diere is a need f!H' a
counselor or other resource ~n
shops directed toward recruitment
coordination of these services.
andretention of traditional and non- could be invited to Wre With the
Mostlargecampuseshavesol~
group infonnation that is important
traditional women students.
this problem by' developmg
to women students.
5.
Collaboration
~th
Colleagues
Women's Centers. In our own
8. A newslettei' to communicate
and
community
agencies
\Vhich
fo.stete, UI established
their

the program and resources available at BSU, particularly those
which impact women's retention at
the university.
9. An Information and Referral
service to the women on campus,
ensuring that they are able toaccess
those resources provided by the
campus and community. The lack
of such I & R services can lead 1O
the decision 1O leave higher education.
An effort was made 1O establish a

Women's Center by HERS West, a
women's faculty andstafforganization. Funding for the center was
included in the preliminary drafts
for the fiscal year 1991-92 BSU'
budget proposal. It was one of
many casualties thatoccurred when
the administration was faced with
staying within the maximum 12
percent increase cap imposed by
the State Board.
If you (eel 'that any of these services could be beneficial to your
college life, you can help promote a
Women's Center at BSU by:
'

1. Contacting your student
senator and ask her/him to support the establishment
of a
Women's Center.
2. Support or join the Student
YWCA which is working toward
this goal.
3. Sign a petition or send a letter
1O the administration supporting
the establishment of such a program.
For more information concerning the Student YWCA contact
Robyn Jacobs at 345-8204 or
Terry-Ann Spitzer at 385-1131.
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t.etters to the Editor
'l1iis weet

'Dr. f1(usse{{

.'Irenuume

do throughout the entire process
and that is to teach history.
Tremayne's enthusiasm is hard not
to catch. I've often caught him
trying to entice students into the
department, In fact, Tremayne admitted to working in the summer
academic advising fortheSchool of
Social Science and Public Mfairs.
Tremayne approaches history
from a unique perspective. When

1:>Y Robyn Jacobs.
The University News

.Who said history isn't exciting? Anyone who has had the
opportunity to experience history from Dr. Russ Tremayne
knows better. This weeks Hot
Prof is dedicated to teaching his
students about history.
Tremayne
has a ...__
.JEmEEEiEEEEEilEilEEEEIWj
long history with
BSU. He started as a
is
student
in 1974
studying Political
Science and later
shifted his major to
history. Hereceived
his bachelors degree
is
in 1978. This was
followed by his masters degree in Education with an emphasis in history,
asked about how vivacious his
again at BSU.
.
classes are, he replied "fact is alTremayne pursued his doctorate degree at the University of most always stranger than fiction.
Washington and in 1986 he re- Adding that this gives him some
Healso
turned to BSU after having ac- greatmaterialtoworkwith.
complished what is know as added that "history is critical in order to understand ourselves and
ABO (all but dissertation). His
society. It is the very best teacher
dissertation focused on Fronk
Churchs' foreign policy and the that we have.
Tremayne credits his love of hismajor source of information was
the Fronk Church collection here tory to apast history professor, John
at BSU. When asked about the Caylor. Caylor taught at BSU for
30+ years in the History Departdifference in life since accomplishing this long sought after ment and according to Tremayne,
goal, Tremayne said that he has "he was critical and helpful in the
been doing what he's wanted to development of my history career.

~earch
something
tliat I/inti interesting
ana e~iting ana my
teaching better 6ecause of the research...•

II

II

Tremayne recently. became a
father for the third tune. He and
his wife are the proud parents of
two daughters and a new son
who arrived in OcL Their new
son was given the name Caylor
in memory of John Caylor.
Some concerns for future education include the new emphasis
and pressure on professors at
BSU to publish
research.
Tremayne feels that this often
creates "a bind between teaching or {lublishing. Research is
something thatl fmd interesting
and exciting and my teaching is
better because of the research,
BUT reaching is equally important. He considers himself a
professional
student always
willing and wanting to learn
more.
Tremayne believes strongly
in essay tests and even though
others have tried to persuade him
to give objective tests, he is
convinced that essay tests are
the best way to "take the writing
(from the students) and give them
direction." He admits that they
take longer to grade and that
students often have difficulty
organizing their thoughts but the
essay tests give him a better understanding of where a student is
and where s/he needs to go.
So, if you're looking for an
exciting history class next semester, schedule in a history class
- taught by Dr. Tremayne!
II

II

Interlocution
Dr. Willis

Dr. Schoedinger

continued from page 5

continued from page 5

that fugging Harley out of here!"
By that time old Fothergill had it
made; he may actually have cut his
feats of responsibility back to one a
week.
The heart of this matter lies in the
fact that all your actions should
spring, as Henry Thoreau suggested,
from principles. No principle involved, no responsibility to act.
Sometimes, of course, a principle
can save you from acting, as in the
case where someone asks you to
join the Army and go fight a war.
On other occasions a principle may
require responsibility, as when a
racist politician like Jesse Helms
needs to be voted out of office. As
a further guide to knowing when to
be responsible, I offer these suggestedoccasionsforactingoridling.
Act when:
1. a bunch of people want you to
help save Earth's last spotted owl;
2. some folks want you to gather
with'them in the Nevada desert on
the spot where another $S billion
.nuclear device is going to explode;
3. Gr;etehen Warthen asks you to
help light up the campus.
Idle when:
1. the city of Boise asks you to
mow your lawn;
2. missionaries come to your door
and ask you to join a church;
3. some bozo asks you to write a
column for a J1e\Vspaper~

that fabric is freedom. Whenthe
fabric of society can no longer support itself, one of two consequences
is inevitable; anarchy or dictatorship. And,asMargaretChaseSmith
observed on the floor of the U.S.
Senate in 1969: make no mistake-if this country is ever forced with a
choice between anarchy and dictatorship, it will most certainly choose
the latter. Therecanbe no freedom
without responsibility.
Freedom
and responsibility occupy two sides
of the same (conceptual) coin.

The University .
News
wants to hear from
you!
Expr~s~ your
opinion

Write

a
letter
to
the
Editor
You can mail the letters di- .
rectly to The University News
at 1910 University
Drive,
Boise, 10, 83725, or hand deliver it to our office at 1603
1/2 University Drive.

To the Editor:
As a returning senior to BSU, I
was informed that regardless of my
successful completion of numerous
writing classes, I would have to
take two examinations to graduate.
I began seeking information from
. the Writing Center about the nature
of these beasts. The staff was eager
to help me. They provided practice
exams for the writing portion (e102). I promptly returned the flrst
practice exam for their consideration.
I wanted to know if my practice
essay would pass. I was told that
my essay was borderline because it
needed more detail... it would probably pass ifitwasexamined
later on
in the day. It seems that the examiners are human, and get more lenientas the bulk of the papers wears
them down. This honest and helpful response threw a shroud ofterror over my continence. Not only
was my writing in question, but the
time of day and choice of days that
I took the test needed important
consideration,
But how could all of those professors in the past (many of whom are
: still atBSU) have been wrong? This
doesn't say much for the writing
program around here.
I passed the exams, but I sincerely
doubt the validity of a test used to
insure that a graduating English
Major can indeed write an essay. If
this test is as accurate as its power
would indicate, perhaps it should
be given in lieu of any classes in
composition! With the competency
exams out of the way, and a sharpened pencil in hand, I hope to get
back to the serious business of rapture.
Loretta Gossi

on pre-marital sex to the student
body in an interactive way. At first
Mr. Steineke seemed to be excited
about the debate, but the more we
planned the more he seemed to
hedge.
.
. On Wednesday the 10th of October, we finally met face to face to:
work out the fmal details. We set a
date, time and place. I had arranged
for Dr. Wallace Kay to moderate,
and the U. News had agreed to help
promote the event. The plan was
for each of us to gather a panel of up
to five people (including ourselves)
to support our side of the issue. I
had several people in mind and Dr.
Centanni from the biology department had already agreed to be on
my panel.
By the end of our meeting, Iwas
under the impression that the debate would take place as planned.
Therefore, I started calling people
for my panel and getting ideas on
how to support my position. On
Sunday, October 14th, Mr.Steineke
called and said his pastor would not
be available until the 29th of January! Iasked him if he could go on
without him and he said he couldn't.
I am not willing to wait until January;
If Mr. Steineke is not willing to
defend his position in the absence
of one man, I wonder ifhis position
is even defendable.
Sincerely,
SteveMech
Dear Editor:
This is in regards to the article in
Oct. 8th. edition about Gretchen
Warthen.
I feel having guns on
campus would cause more trouble
on campus than good.
But Senator Warthen has a very
good pomt about safety of students
hereatBSU.
Someilimgn«dsw
be done about the lighting at night
and safety phones.
The only cure for these problems
is for the students of BSU to start
complaining to the administration.
Also Mr. Keiser needs to leave his
comfortable office and visit his
campus. Because it's not as safe as
he claims to the public.
Mr. Keiserneeds to use his political
influence to get the needed improvements to the campus. What's
more important, a remodeled office
or lights and phones for the students'
safety?
.
Well Mr. Keiser?!
Shalan
Dear Editor:
This letter is written to offer our
regrets to The University News reporter who was kept out of an
ASBSU Senate Appointment and
Review Committee meeting. The
actionofthecommitteeon
that night
was not in accordance with Open
Meeting Laws. We understand the
importance of media in keeping the
students informed of Student Government action and do not wish to
hamper this endeavor. In keeping
the reporter from sitting in on the
interviews no malice or want to
cause hard feelings was intended,
raiher ignorance and faith in the
traditional method of interviewing
were at faulL Having nullified the
actions taken that night and implementation of. an encompassing
policy for all ASBSU committees
to hold. open meetings, the possibility of future problems will be
eliminated.
It isour hope that ASBSU and The
UniversityNewscan work together,
in the best interest of Boise State
students. The total openness of
ASBSU to all students is important
to this goal. Again. we are sorry for
the action taken and ask you to
tolerate the awkwardness that ac.companies an organi2'.8tionsgrowth.
Mike Haddon
ASBSU Senator
. Ron Craig
ex-ASBSU Senator
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Ansbach rediscovers roots in Germany during BSU study tour
By Tom Ansbach

Special to the University News
Ever since I discovered my German "roots," it has been my fervent
desire to visit the homeland of my
ancestors. Over the years, my desires to make this sojourn were
thwaned because ofa lack of money,
but the idea of one day making the
trip remained very much alive in
my dreams. This summer, I was
finally able to achieve my dream
when I visited Germany as part of a
study tour sponsored by B5U under
the direction of History Professor
and German
native
Walter
Misczenko.
On a tour of such a great magnitude, jammed into so few days, it is
nearly impossible to record all of
the sights I encountered. I found the
German people were friendly and
receptive and I had many opportunities to practice speaking the German language on a daily basis. The
highlights of this tour were: The
boat trip on the Rhine River, tours
of Cologne, Hamburg and Berlin
and a very special, but haunting
visit to the former Nazi concentration camp at Dachau.
The Rhine River and its haunting
legend of the golden-haired sirenDie Lorely has fascinated me ever
since I was first introduced to her in
that famous poem by Heine, many
years ago injunior high school German class. As we boarded the cruise
ship Germania, at Rudesheim for

the hour and a half trip to 51. Goar,
the choppy waves and dismal
weather seemed to conspire to make
Heine's poem come to life.
After completing our cruise we
traveled from St. Goar to the ancient city of Cologne. Cologne has
a long history that stretches back
over 2,000 years and has been an
important commercial center since
the time of the Roman occupation
of Germany. The Dom, a cathedral
of Cologne, is an awe-inspiring edifice located in the downtown region
ofthe city just offthe many bridges
that straddle the Rhine River and
connect the old city with the new. I
would like to believe the cathedral
was spared by allied bombs out of
respect for its religious and cultural
significance, but I realize the only
reason it escaped the bombers is
because the Dom served as a guide
for allied aircraft on their way to
other targets.
After Cologne, Hamburg was the
next stop of importance during my
ten day pilgrimage. The city of
Hamburg is important to me because it was from this port that
many of my ancestors began the
long and arduous journey to the
American colonies. I wondered
what fears and misgivings they had
as they setoff across the ocean to an
uncertain future in a strange land.
Unlike them, I know deep in my
heart I will return again one day to
Germany.
Berlin was the next significant
stop on the tour for me. What

excitement filled my soul as we
neared the city after a lengthy trip
from Hamburg and across the countryside of East Germany. Many
time is recent history, Berlin has
been the center of the world's attention. The two visits to the Berlin Wall and the chance to touch the
Brandenburg Gate both in East and
West Berlin are memories that will
remain with me forever. It was
difficult for me to imagine that only
a few months prior to our visit it
would have been impossible to touch
the gate in the Eastern sector without the probability of being arrested
or shot. Even now as I gaze at the
fragments of the Wall that I managed
to obtain, I am overwhelmed by
deep emotional feelings kindled by
my brief visits to these hallowed
sites.
Dachau is a small city approximately 10 miles south of Munich ..
As we passed through the quiet
neighborhoods, each marked by lush
gardens and well kept lawns, it was
difficult to imagine the horrors that
had been committed just down the
road. As we walked through the
gate leading into the Camp, a cold
chill ran down my spine. Even
though the killing and cremation
had stopped 40 years ago, the feel,
taste and smell of death hovered
over the camp. It was almost as if
the ghosts of the murdered multitudes that had perished here during
the Nazi reign of terror were calling
out from across the ages to the living- "Never again!" The visit to

Ansbach takes a breather during his German tour
Dachau was the most sobering and
emotional experience of my entire
life. Everyone from all nations of
the world should be forced to go
through that camp, perhaps the experience would prevent future wars
and holocausts.
ThemodernGerinanyisnotspared
from learning the lessons of the
tragic Hitler era. As we toured the
camp, I noticed numerous groups
of German school children touring
Dachau and learning about the dark
side of-their nation's past Even the
innocent of today' S Germany must
come to grips with the barbaric Nazi
era. I expect these children are

exposed to the horrors of the past in
an effort to insure that Nazidom is
not glorified and to prevent the possibility of Nazism from reappearing in the future.
Before we were aware of it, our
tour was coming to an end. It is hard
to believe the amount of traveling
that we had accomplished during
those 10 all-too-short June days.
After a farewell dinner at our hotel
in Frankfurt, we headed downtown
to a local beer hall for a taste of
German beer. Then it was back to
the hotel for a few hours rest. All
too quickly it was time to bid Germany farewell.
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'Iiying to stretch dollars when
you're computer shopping doesn't mean
you:re willing to make sacrifices.
That's why you should consider the new, affordable Macintosh~ Classic~ computer. •
It has everything you need-induding a monit?f,~,
mo~, 2 megab~c:s of.
RAM,and a 4O-megabyte hard disk.Just plug everythin~ m and the Maantosh 9asslC IS ready
to run, because the system software is already installed. And, thanks to the Maantosh
computer's legendary ease of use, you'll be up and running in no ~e. . .
.
'.'. like~ M;l¢1tosh, the Classic canrun thousands of av:BIableapp~~~~ ~.aU. . . ..,
work in the same ronsistent way..-soonce you've learned one program, you re weIJonyour
'~2Way tolearnmg th~~J113IrAnd this is one cheap ~l$ate that M,n't have trouble sharing.
The Apple~ SuperDrive ~tandard equipment WIthevery Macintosh--reads.from and
writes to Macihtosh; MS-OOS,0512, and Apple II Ooppy disks, which means you can share
Wol1Jl3tion with someone who uses 3 different type of computer.
. see the Macintosh Classic for yourSelf. It'll change your mind about cheap roommates.

Apple intn )l!uces the ~ hdnn ish Ch"sic

For more infonnation visit jhe
Business' Building Room 116
.

:
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The power to be your best"

• Macintosh Class~ comPuters purchased before January 1991 Include system software on floppy disks; sortware is not instal~,
. e1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple. the Apple logo. and Macintosh are registered lrademarlts
of ~e
Computer, Inc. SuperOnve and "'The
power 10 be your besr are ~e~
of Apple Computet, Inc. ~Iassic Is 8 registered tracl~B1k I~ed
to AppI~ Computer, Inc. MS-DOS
is a registered trademark 01 MICrOSoft Corporation.
0S12 is a reglslered trademark of lntemationaiBusmess
Machines corporatIon.! .
"
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I'IY Gives
Mother Hicks
Seattles' Posies
Strike and It's Hot
Music Review

By

David Lentz

The University News
-,-

Here: sa bandthat.damn.well.de-,
serves to make the move to a major
record label and gain attention for

hit the road for a short tour with the
Replacements,and more than likely
showed them up in a huge way.
Now DGC Records (the David
GeffenCompany,partoftheWamer
Communications
empire) has
grabbed the Posies, who've expanded to a full-time four piece.
Dear 23 is the Posies' first DGC
project, and there's no way that all
parties involved could be less than

Skillful
Production

But Dear 23 is not a total rehash
of the last project. The Posies have
grown a bit and expanded a touch,
for better or worse. This album is ' ... __
flawless and professional, artistically effective in conveying the
Theatre Review
band's talent. The move from a
By
homemade album to a DGC prodJeanette Ross
uct is noticeable to the naked ear,
and depending on whetheryoucrave
professional perfection above enThe University News

"The Posies have grown a bit and expanded a touch.for better or worse.
This album isflawless and professional, artistically effective in conveying the
band's talent."
itself. The Posies, from Seattle, elated.
Not at all the typical regional
WA have taken their tight harmonies, acoustic guitars, and timeless sound-barrage, the Posies' sound is
songwriting and made a quick trip melodic, clean, and catchy. Guitars
from IOtalobscurity to their present and voices make up 99% of this
precipice of notoriety. In 1987 album, withjustenoughoftheother
stuff to keep it moving. Incessant
Jonathan Auer and Kenneth
acoustic, clean fat electric, and a
Stringfellow wrote, performed,
produced (in an 8-track studio) and rare power they do it well. The
released a wonderful It-song al- combinations are sometimes remibum called, ironically enough, niscent of the '60s, sometimes of
the early '80s in the Southeast, and
Failure. Seaule'sPoplIamarecords
gotanearfulandmadeFailure their strongly familiar 10 anyone who's
product. Not long after, the Posies heard Failure. ;;;;;.
1i

OCTOBEIl SPECIAI-JS
5 sessions $12
One FREE tan for just coming in!

• Gift Certificates available
for your sweetheart •

1028 Beacon Street
"located directly across from
Albertson's on Broadway"

336-0006
EXPIRES OCTOBER 31

Theater performances in Boise
often remind me of the church potluck. How was it last night?
Velma's casserole was terrific, as
usual. Oh,waitaminute, you mean
dearing humility, you mayor may how was the opening of Mother
not consider this the better album. HickS!
But the Posies being above-averIdaho Theater for Youth is consisage purveyors of music, there is no tently better than potluck. That is 10
sense in comparing them against say, what they've served up here is
themselves. What they've done is plenty meaty, with provocative and
make two fabulous records.
lingering flavors, a coherence and a
Whether you stumble across a rare convincing quality. Not great, or
coPYof their first album or order 12 perhaps Ishould say, not yet great,
copies of Dear 23 for a penny but whole and satisfying.
doesn't matter a whole hell of a lot.
First, the strengths. Mother Hicks,
the storyofan orphan child's search
Enjoy.
Actually, you should, buy them for a place and personal power, is
both.
'
carried by a 14-year-old actor,Erin
i1 Clem. Clem brings a rough strength
to her role, a pushiness that convinces us this little rebel might turn
to what she believes are witehy
,What do we offer
powers. With time and more stage
over our
experience she could flesh out the
role, show us why several adults
competitors?
(the sensitive ones) in the story find
her appealing.
Narrator jobs are iffy nowadays; it

State of the art SCA
Wolf'Thnning Beds.
New Sony" Sports"
Stereo Headphones
Larger facilitytanning rooms
Seperate dressing and
make-up room
24 Lamp Beds
Superior design
tans your sides too!
Climate controlled
tanning rooms to keep
it nice & cool
Longer hours for
your convenience

7:00AM -lO:ooPM M·F
9:00AM- 4:OOPMSA7:
9:ooAM- 2:00PM SUN.

is Dan Peterson's Jake Hammon.
Peterson, with a wealth of stage
experience and varied roles behind
him, makes a complete person, one
we want to see more, in a few lines.
Janet Summers, as the. woman
called Mother Hicks, is a crabby
survivor, too independent for the
town 10 understand, too easy a target for their fears. Summers'
graveyard scene, of Mother Hicks
mourning her dead child, is spooky
andlOuching at the same time. The
'friendship betweenthede8fboy
•.
Tuc (Brent Cocki'ell) 'antl:Moth ". ':
Hicks is convincing, without sugar"
coaling- just right.
Other perfomiers capture the flavoroftheircharacterbutdon'tleave
us hungry- or to drop the metaphor, they seem toactautomalically,
out of some quirk of personality.
This fits the stereotype we have of
bigoted smalltown folk but doesn't
deepen the resonances of the story.
Priggish Izzy Ricks (Cynthia
Gaede), fussy Clovis P. Eudy (Rod
Wolfe),stuffy Hosiah Ward (Steven
Gossett), town brat Rebecca Ricks
(Rebecca Reinick), and maternal
Alma Ward (Stacey Spain) may
believe Hicks is a witch, but we
wouldn't have been fooled, now.
would we? But Suddam Hussein,
now there's a real devil.
This is a situation in which actors
must surmount the script rather than
simply perform it. Given the skill

"Given the skill of this company. their capacity to
create an ensemble feeling, I expect the atmosphere
of dread to increase with each performance."
isn't easy to make that Slfifrfrortl
addressing the audience to ignoring
it. Choosing a hearing-impaired
person to sign to the audience raises
the possibility of making the audience even more self-conscious.
Brent Cockrell makes the shift
through his sincerity and a flair for
dramatic signing; hecommunicates
the poetic interjections with great
intensity and power. On opening
night the chorus translating his
message hadn't quite caught the
rhythm or energy, but these are
things that tend to pick tip over
several performances.
.
Suzan L. Zeder's play, set in the
mid-30's, shows usa variety of small
town characters and their responses
to personal tragedies intensified by
the general calamity of the depression. We get one distinct character
note for each role, which actors
must fill OUL. Most satisfying here

of this company, their capacity to
create an ensemble feeling, I expect
the atmosphere of dread to in~rea;;e
with each performance, creating Its
own propulsive power for the story.
Set design (big power poles. a
desolate chiaroscuro flooring an
.backdrop for black and white emo
tions.) add atmosphere and a sens
of extreme emotions. Very nice.
thought the big wagon was dis
tracting, though. Too late to chang
that, I know, but a warning of th
dangers of using real objects. It's,
great wagon, but just so large that,
demands a place as a metaphor I
the play and it doesn't have one.
ITY's production of Mother Hie
will be presented two more tim
Friday Oct. 26 and Saturday DeL
in Stage II of the Morrison Cen
Tickets are $4 students, $6 adul
The show is recommended for a
diences age 9 to adult,
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Remake Becomes Original
---,
hired him that forced
him into delivering
an "R"ratcd\>icture.
Theirreasoning was
that an "X" rating
would cause an
unrated
picture.
"Unrated" is the rating under which
most filmmakers
who stick to their
guns and don't cut
theirpictures release

est scenes.) But in fact, these limitations has only caused the new film
to rely more on clever edits, better
special FX and creative directing.
This film is an important one. But
not until you've found yourself virtually bored with the zombies and
beyond shock with the violence do
you realize that you're watching a
motion picture of consequence.
Beyond the melodrama, beyond the
over-dramatization,
Night of the
Living Dead, like its predeces-

"They are us; we are them," as one
character so eloquently puts it, and
it's no more evident than in the way
the film moves toward its inevitable
conclusion with flawless modifications to the original. Obviously to
make the changes work some fun
had to fall along the wayside, but it
doesn't by any means mar the message, theme or significance of the
film.
Horror fans will, no doubt, lap it
up. Others should see it as well.

"The 1968 film was very gory-not slasher/Jason/violenceagainst-women gory, but still quite guts-filled. Infact, because
of the practical cost in the low-budget film and its capable
appearance on screen, the original Dead actually used chocolate syrup in the bloodiest scenes. "
their movies. They
are generally shown
in "art house" theatres and seldom return their investment-and
of
course the movie
industry is a bus iness after all-and
bypassing the ratings board is the
only way a creative
artist can have his

sors-lheoriginal,DawnandDajis a commentary on our existence.
It is a film planted firmly in the
decadence, apathy and distrust of
today.

And.ifyoucangetpasuhehead-toheadstone shot in the first of the
film, you can watch Night of the
Living Dead without apprehension.
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uncutfilm adver-

Film Review

By
Cliff Hall
The University News
It may be difficult to believe, but it
was 22 years ago that George
Romero created the black and white
thriller that truly started the modem
horror genre, Night of the Living
Dead. Thepicture is a classic and
for many good reasons: It was one
of the first films displaying such
achievements as the overt "realism" radiated by the TV newscaster,
the brazen display of ultra-violence,
the over-abundance of blood and

out films, etc.-and film that can
cause credible damage, can portend
a danger much more real than most
pictures before it,
Romero, who directed such notable films as Kiaightriders, Martin
and Creepshow, went on to be an
integral part of two sequels to his
Living Dead film,Dawn of the Dead
and Day of the Dead. But the
original will always be remembered
as the one that started it ail, the one
that gave some people the most
creeps they'll ever have.
Make-up wizard Tom Savini, the
man behind such special make-up
FXjobsas the twoDead sequels plus
Maniac and Friday the 13th, has
inherited the horror crown-at least
as far as Romero's Dead go-and

tised.inmost news," papers.
The censorings
have forced the new
Night to have seule
for less flesh eating,
less fighting over
slippery intestines
and less spurting arteriesofblood. (The
1968 film was very
gory-not
slasher/
Jason/violenceagainst-women
gory, but still quite
guts-filled. In fact, because of the
practicaIcostinthelow-budgetfilm
and its capable appearance on
screen, the original Dead actually
used chocolate syrup in the bloodi-
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"The new Nig ht of the Living Dead will have to settle
for lessflesh eating, lessfighting over slippery intestines and less spurting arteries of blood. "

entrails shown without remorse, and
the use of a sympathetic, black pro,,tagonist.
.
, All these elements combined
, would initiate a movement in horror film toward a movie style more
realistic, moredependanton an evil/
horror based in the real world-as
compared to the British Hammer
films devoted to Poe, the shrinking
man/woman films, the nuclear fall-

he directs (remakes) the latest (initial) film in the series aptly titled,
Night of the Living Dead. Savini also
has been plenty influential in horror
film: Both Dawn and Friday were
released the same year and started
the slasher craze.
Unfortunately, because of the recent smattering of undisguised film
censoring, Savini was forced in~o
signing a contract when Columbia
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lifetime,
of art created by Robert W. Addison
11 b~featured
Oct. 26 thru Nov. 16 in the BSU
llery of Art.
~ddi"son was born in Boise and graduated
from
lise Junior College in 1947.
He then ,attended
\e Chicago Art Institute
and worked under the
~telage
of German artist
Paul
Wiegard,
an
bstract
expressionist
who was impressed
with
ddison'S devotion to realism.
His illustrations
havEiappeared
in a variety
,f pUblications
including
Collier's,
Family
:lrcle,
Nation,alGeographic
and Fortune.
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BSU Gallery of Art will be holding an opening
eception
for Robert W. Addison,
the artist,
rom 5:30-8 p.m.
For more information,
call the
SU art department at 385-1230.
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Take A Date to Swell Memphis Belle
Film Review
By
Cliff Hall
The University News
Memphis Belle is one of those rare
film events that takes you by surprise, transports you quite handily
to othertimesandplacesand. wellnot to ruin the ending-s-gives you
good reason to take a few extra dry
napkins with you into the theatre.

are spectacular "in-air" moments
during the climactic battle scenes

targets East. Afterthisnextmission
they can go back home to their
friends and families and, hopefully,
to the dignity. of being hailed as
heroes. 24 missions in one plane
can create a salient bond between
men and Memphis Belle explores
these vital unions realisticallywithout the stereotypical, obstreperous pomposity that usually accompanies (poor) films of this genre.
The picture is a surprise in many
ways. First of all, the production
values are top-notch-unexpectedly

comparabletoanearth1yStarWars~

P?I'B'B

superiortomostfilms:mtWWII.
Each shot is skillfully Jdered and
the special effects are pt ~Cl.There
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a boy in the '40s to appear.
else in the cast has such
countenance nor carries
exemplary attitude.
To be honest, I wasn't

No one
an ideal
such an

type space fight. They will move
looking
you.
The performances are in a hallowed place, spiritual, as if the actors-playing men much like themThe performances are in a hallowedplace, spiritual,
selves who actually
livedas
the actors-playing men much like themselves
desparately needed to accurately
commit the story to film. In this who actually lived-sdesparately
needed to accuperfectly cast ensemble piece not a
single actor disappoints. In fact, rately commit the story to film .."
each has such a strong hold on their
characters and emotions that it
Of the rest, Eric Stoltz (Danny)
forward to seeing Memphis Belle.
catches you off guard, unexpectSomething about the previews and
edly finding yourself caught up in and John Lithgow (the military's
the experiences of these young men. hurtin' P.R. man) are fine in their everything I'd heard had led me to
believe the film to be a passer. I was
Matthew Modine, fresh off his important roles. Stoltzisadmirabley
Pacific Heights, is ideal in the role stoic as the gentle kid with a pen- wrong, so very wrong. Forwhatit's
worth, from someone who's been
of the sainted pilot. Modine's an chantforphotos,Lithgowjustbrash
labled "the man who never met a
actor that seems to underplay ev- enough with his misunderstandings
film he didn't like," Memphis Belle
erything handed him and Memphis to make your skin crawl.
But the big acting surpriseisHarry
is one of the best films of the year,
Belle is a perfect vehicle for this
talent. Responsible for each of the . Connick Jr. I never would have a fantastic date film, a powerful
testament to the agony of war, a
len, he is 10 the unenviable posi- guessed that this big-band crooner
could play a character, let alone diverting look back at another genplay one so well. As an American
eration.
"goodol'boy"lneveroncedoubted
Memphis Belle is playing in an
hisindisputabley genuine emotion.
exclusive
engagement
at the
Perhaps it's because Connick'sbeen
Cineplex Odeon Townesquare
FEATURING
blessed with the singular ability of Cinemas. Try not to miss it
JAY BECKENSTEIN
looking exactly like YOU'd imagine ;..

if

"Memphis Belle explores (male bonding) realistically-without the stereotypical, obstreperous pomposity that usually accompClJ]ies(poor) films of this
genre."
~
__
The story concerns a group of
young WWII fighterpilots who have
flown 24 missions from England to

tion of bringing them all back alive,
regardless of some of the soldier's
feelings of being untouchable-but
after 24 dangerous missions without a scratch, wouldn't you?
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Fall Films
Offer Fornication, Fun
and Fussiness
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Madonna

Rocks
the Vote

"It probably has as much to do
In The Hot Spot, which opened in the same way you can choreograph
four cities on Friday and nation- a boxing scene. There's a way to do with the lovemaking scene as being
on location for six months," says
wide Oct. 26, Don Johnson and it elegantly," says Mancuso.
Mancuso.
For Rachel Ward, the preparation
Virginia Madsen make love in a
Exactly, says Bruce Dem, He repile of woodchips and he and Jen- of her scene inAfter Dark, My Sweet,
cently told People magazine he
nifer Connelly go skinny-dipping.
was booze.
"Isaid no frontal nudity. And I made a deal with his wife: While on
In White Palace, Spader knocks
everything off a barroom table to made a big fuss about it," she ad- location, they would never spend a
mits. "And then I looked at Jason night apart. "You have too much
get to Sarandon.
And in Jacob's Ladder, out in
early November, Tim Robbins and
Elizabeth Pena take a shower to"Don Johnson and Virginia Madsen make love in a
gether.
"
pile of woodchips and he and Jennifer Connelly go
"They're probably the most difficult," says Tim Robbins of sex .skinny-dipping."
scenes. "It's impossible! And you
make it look very comfortable-as
(Patrie), who's pretty CUIe, and I time on your hands," he says.
if you've been together for years."
"You goua be naked for a couple
thought, 'Why not?''' When it came
On the Hot Spot set in Taylor,
Texas, cast and crew were once time to film, Ward says, she got "so days in front of people," says Jeff
kept waiting while Hopper and drunk I can't remember" what hap- Goldblum, who thrashes around a
room with Emma Thompson in his
Johnson discussed a love scene. pened.
m.
"Tedious. Horrible. And silly." current movie, The Tall Guy.
enry and June, the first movie Says Madsen: "Finally, I walked
What's it like? "Interesting," he
ven the new NC-17 label, shows over and said, 'When you boys are That's how Jami Gertz, who has an
affair with Ed O'Neill in the up- says.
. ly explicit lesbian sex. Despite donebeing intellectual
about
Is it hard not to get involved?
. tion of the film byoneDedham,
lovemaking, can we go play the coming Sibling Rivalry, describes
"You work closely with people
romantic scenes.
., theater and the refusal to ron scene?"
The age-old argument still exists: " "You have to put body makeup on and ... you know."
ads by the Sacramento Union
Humor helps - especially in a
The Birmingham (Ala.) News, How much do you show and how yourannpits and all overyourarms.
situation where mood can be everyThen you worry about the makeup
story of novelist Henry Miller much do you leave to the imaginagetting on the sheets and then thing. Unless you're James Spader,
his wife, June, is doing decent tion?
in which case it doesn't seem to
"I think if you do show everything
they've got to get new sheets."
·x-office business.
But there are clearly many who matter,
The ad poster for White Palace
enjoyed shooting these "horIIIsaid nofrontal nudity. And I made a bigfuss about have
is a big color photo of Spader with
rible" scenes.
it," she admits. IIAnd then I looked at Jason (Patrie), Mickey Rourke and Carre Otis, an his head buried in Sarandon's boIt was photographed two
who's pretty cute, and I thought, 'Why not?'" When it item during filming, never would som.
say whether they actually made love months after the movie wrapped.
('came time tofilm, Ward says, she got "so drunk I can't in the very sexy Wild Orchid. Julia When asked if it was hard to get
Roberts and Kiefer Sutherlitnd have back in the mood, Spader laughed.
~mb#I~Jv,hPthappened.
'
"Does it look like it was hard?"
been inseparable since Flatliners .
(Ann Trebbe writes for USA
.s "
"The movies now are a natural
you won't have a good sex scene," And Sean Penn and Robin Wright,
TODAY. Contributing: Stephen
who recently filmed Stateof'Grace,
reaction to all the stuff that's been saysPelerBogdanovich,directorof
strongly violent all summer. I think T'exasville and The Last Picture are expecting a baby and may marry Schaefer, Christina Patoski.)
people would rather see people
Show. The key to creating the most soon.
making making love than tearing
impact for love or eroticism?
each other to bits," says Broce
"Implication," he says.
Williamson, Playboy movie editor
Pulling it off is the challenge.
and critic.
"Having the fewest number of
And, "there's a kind of natural people around is always helpful,"
resistance and pressure when the says Paramount producer Frank
mood of the country is conservative
Mancuso Jr., who worked on In- to defy it If somebody says you ternal Affairs with Richard Gere.
can't do this, you want it. There Still, that generally means the dimust be something good about it"
rector, a camera operator, a sound
"Sometimes less IS more," says person and a stagehand are on the
Henry and June director Philip
set,
Kaufman. "But sometimes more is
Preparing those involved is crumore-that's why it'sca1led more," cial. "A lot of times, you can chohe laughs.reograph
a lovemaking sequence in
yANNTREBBE
opyright 1990, USA TODAYI
ppleCollegeInfonnationNetwork
ames Spader is lying on a couch
oaning in ecstasy. Susan Sarandon
doing what could, in some states,
t her arrested.
'It starts where most sex scenes
d," Sarandon tells Gentlemen's
uarterly magazine of the pair's
tic encounter in "White Palace,"
ning Friday.
ontroversy over censorship may
raging, and the Motion Picture
sociation of America may be
der fife for its ratings system, but
ovie sex scenes aren't suffering .:
fact, after a summer of actionked flicks-the body count was
higher than the body heatmes a fall full of torrid trysts on

By EDNA GUNDERSEN
OCopyright1990, USA TODAYI
Apple College Infonnation
Network
In Madonna's world, there are no
unmentionables, except perhaps the
red bra and panties she sports in a
new public service announcement .
promoting free expression and
voting.
"Dr. King, Malcolm X, freedom
of speech is as good as sex," she
raps as a gyrating male dancer slaps
her behind.
The 6O-second spot debuts on
MTV at 10 p.m. EDT-PDT Mon.
OCL 22, along with new ads by
Deee-Lite and Lenny Kravitz.
They're among several produced
for Rock the Vote, a nonprofit voter
registration drive supported by
MTV, major labels and rockers like
Iggy Pop, Megadeth, Lita Ford,
Ozzy Osbourne and Michael Penn.
So far, none of the ads approaches
the in-your-face
sauciness of
Madonna'sproduction.Drapedina
"..
huge U.S. flag and flanked by shortsclad dancers Jose Gutierrez andLuis
Camacho, Madonna cracks wise and
cracks up while fracturing "Vogue"
lyrics to fit the topic. It ends with
her flinging open the stars and
stripes, flasher-style, and admonishing, "If you don't vote, you're
going to get a spanking."
The red, white and extra-blue
concept sprang from Madonna's
"fabulously twisted little mind,"
says publicist Liz Rosenberg. "
Long a free-expression activist,
Madonna says she decided to do the
ad because "it couldn't be more
essential."
Ortimely, given such current rockrelated free speech threats as record
warning stickers, rap censorship and
the 2 Live Crew obscenity trial.
(Edna Gundersen writes about
entertainment for USA TODAY)
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Young's wrestling squad has talent
By Greg :Knight

The Umversity News

Faces tough PAC-10 Conference

Head wrestling coach Mike
Young summed up the talented 1990
version of his squad in a brief,
perennial National power Arizona
. concise statement, "We're younger,
St. (will be ranked #2 or #3 when
but better."
This year's team has only two the polls come out, and won the
seniors, but both 150-pound Nels National Championship two years
ago), Bakersfield (Calif.), Oregon
Nelson and 177-pound Mitch
and Fresno St, Italso means wresMansfield take NCAA championship experience to the mat with tling fans are exposed to some of
them. Coach Young said that both the nation's best wrestling in Bronco
Gym. BSU's schedule includes
wrestlers have the ability to become
duel matches at Clemson, WyoAll-Americans
in the NCAA
Championships to be held in Iowa ming and Brigham Young; three of
the nation's toughest tournaCity, Iowa in March.
ments-theLas Vegas Invitational,
The rest of the Bronco squad's
Arizona St. Tournament
and
class standing belies their experience-most
of them having red- Oklahoma St. Invitational (Oklashirted a year. In addition to the homa St, is the defending National
returnees, BSU landed some gifted Champion); and home matches
against Cal-Fullerton, Fresno St.,
recruits to bolster their team
throughout the weight classes, all Cal-Poly and Brigham Young.
Returning with the two seniors
of whom are gearing up for their
opener-a league match-on Nov. are junior Tony Pivaat 142-pounds,
17 against Bakersfield in Bronco and sophomores Ray Hickman-l 26,
Tony Evans-l34, Dean HastriterGym.
Competing in the powerful , 190andTonyVanek-heavyweighl
PAC-10 Conference means the All of whom, according to Coach
Young, could do well in the PACBroncos must square off against

10.

BSU's list of newcomers to
keep an eye on starts with a group of
freshmen:
Neil Nelson at 142pounds from Dillon, Mont (brother
of Nels), Allen Enos, a I58-pound
two time state champion from
Jerome, Idaho. Chris Ward, a 126pound Prep All-American
from
Bixby, Okla. Larry Duran, a two
time New Mexico state champion at
l18-pounds. Joining the rookies is
Carl Zamora-aJ unior College AllAmerican at Big Bend College in
Moses Lake, Wash. The entire group
definitely fits "younger but better,"
, To mold this group of players
Coach Young has surrounded himself with a host of talented assistant
coaches. Heading the way is third
year coach Mike Davies, a 1988
graduate of Arizona St., who still
competes outside of and above the
college ranks. Joining Davies is
second year coach Scott Cook, who
graduated from Utah State in 1988,

Greg Knight
Sports Editor

and Jim Putnam, who advanced to
Where's the band?
the second round of the NCAA
Championships as a Bronco last
season.
The team has been busting their
Watch a college football game
butts running and lifting for months,
on television, and beneath the drone
but now that the actual season has of the fans, and ever present behind
started their schedule changes
the announcer's voice, emanating
slightly. They use their 3:00 p.m. proudly from the student sections is
practices as wrestling clinics with a the bond that links all college stadilot of one-on-one wrestling. This
means their running must be done at urns together on Saturdays.
7:30 in the mornings and their IiftIn Ann Arbor, Mich., the Uniing at alternate times as well.
' .versityof Michigan band constantly
The large squad of 32 bodies
cranks out the da-da-da-da-s-da-«
pleases Coach Young, as does the da-s-dada-da-da-da that comprises
quality of athlete he sees grappling
their fight song. In the L.A. Colidaily on the mats at the BSU varsity
seum the U.S.C. Marching band
center visible from his office. An- plays-it
seems at least to oppoother of the stoic Coach's brief
nents-thatincessantTrojanmarch.
commentaries (short and to the
point), hints at a winning season
From South Bend, Ind., the Notre
whichcouldpackBroncoGymwith
Dame fight song has become the
wrestling fanatics from around the most famous in the world. Even in'
Treasure Valley-"We have a good Moscow, in that hollow concrete
team."
bam, the band (which pales next to
BSU's) cranks out their first grade
level fight song: I-D-A-H ... (Get
the picture? Obviously well thought
out and composed by turn-of-thecentury Vandals). From Pullman,
Wash. to Gainesville, Flo. -with a
brief layover in Stillwater, Okla.students stand and dance as one
while their schoolmates perform
tunc after inspiring tune. Every
where that is except at Boise State.
Instead, the self-serving powers that be have decided to place the
Blue Thunder Marching Band in
that remote outpost known as the
end zone bleachers.
Compare
BSU's band to other University
bands and it is obvious that The
no other BSU women or men fin
Blue Thunder is one of the nation's
ishedin the top five.
best.
Halftime after halftime
The Broncos finished third i
Bronco fans are treated to outstandthe team races, trailing Weber St
who won both the men's an
ing performances, but during the
women's divisions. Ricks was th
game, the BSU fight song and other
women's runner up, and Centra
rowdy marches can barely be heard.
Oregon the men's.
The fans in the endzone are standing and cheering, but no one knows
why. Surely those same powers
that be haven't exiled the band for
monetary reasons.

Karpel cruises to third straight win

Out runs all comers in Ann
Morrison Park course
By Greg Knight

The Unzversity News
With the crispness of an.autumn morning lingering in the air on
a mirth and merry Saturday in
Boise-a day just cold enough to
make you feel good-BSU's
Kathy
Karpel proved once again that she is
the dean of women's cross country
runners in the Big Sky Conference.
Fresh off a week in which she
was named the female cross country
athlete of the week, Karpel, a senior, out ran all opponents on the
winding 5,000 meter course serenly
set against the back drop of Ann
Morrison Park. The victory in
17:40.7, was Karpel's third straight,
following triumphs at the Stanford
Invitational and the Montana St.
Invitational.
On the men's side BSU'sDanny
Crane traversed the scenic 8,000
meter course in 24:37.7, taking first
and providing" ilic'-'Bi'bnc'ti individuals with a sweep of the individual championships.
However,

Danny Crane vic
torious in men'
8,000 meter race

Women's hoops lace up running shoes
By Matt Fritsch

he University News

are starters Becky Sievers, a for- include guards Angie Evans,
coaching by her husband Mike
Putonyourhigh-tops,orshould
ward, and Shelly Stoican, a guard. Oregon's prep player of the year, Daugherty, Kari Gallegos-Doering
I,
Barb Koenig a two-time Colorado
and Lisa Oriard.
that be your track shoes. The BSU Returning letterwinners include
~Daugherty
is a 19,77
women's basketball teain is in the guards Janet Soderberg, J;yndSie .all.sta~ honoree, ~aqise Hagerty .:: :::.•
of Malm,Ore. and' Angel Swanson
gradwiIC of Ohio State University
. SIlb1mt:bf~ fcrr)1 higlt caliber "RiCo and1\pril tJfue,:iIfKf~
6fLivingston, Monl., F~tlinerewhere he was a starter from 75-71.
season.' Brim the flfStjuinp:ball;to •. Teresa'JoI1JisoIi:' .
.;: "',,,
\yorkm,an of He spen~much. of his spare time'
the final buzzer the.Bronc6swiUoo~ :;
This year' s new(:offiersinclud~ : cruits_includeL~
working with the Bronco post playrunning -,andgurinfug thiS season
seven frosh and ont junior College Portland, Ore., a forward, Heather
Sower
a
USA
Today
All-American
ers.
.
under the direction of second year transfer. All of the new recruits hail
Kari Gallegos-Doering Is In her
head coach June Daugherty.
from outside the state ofldaho and who can play forward or center and
Thisyear'steamfeaturesamix
half are over six feet tall, adding
post players, Janel Hanson, and first season as an assistant basket.r.,
ofretuming players and an influx of some much needed height to the Yakima Community College trans: ball coach. She comes to Boise
fer Wendy Myers. .
tallerand youngerrecruits. RetumBronco roster.
Daugherty will be assisted at Continued on Page 16 '
ing from a 1989~90,19-12season
Joining Daugherty's
squad

Put band in student
section
",Why not put jhe band in the
student section wherc"they belong?
They arc students. They attend the
same classes as everyone else, and
as a bonus, they reward the fans
with great performances every home
game. For all of their efforts they
get the worst seats in the house.
Ifmoney is the problem, opening up the end zone would provide
more seats for the public. In addition, by cramming the band in with
the students, BSU's student sectlonwouldflnallybeonparwiththe
rest of nation: Wild, screaming,
crowded and loud,sioging
and
humming the fight sOng aflerevery
defensive stuff and touchdown. A
student section that never: sits;
instrument waving' barid.playing
tunes that rile the students to im::
hearddof vocal supp()~ in oth~~
wor s,a solid massofhWilAAity.
ch~ring and singing in ufuson.
that ~(?uldinake too l1luc~sfiJ~
something the administration:haS
neverbeenblesscd
with:·Ail:·)!~:.l:;

an

:nut

-_._- ---
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G.reg's college football picks
...

Games of Saturday, October 27
Loser

Winner
Boise St.
Portland SL
Montana
Nevada
No. Arizona
Notre Dame
Arizona
U.C.LA
Washington
Indiana

reshman Melissa Dahl (14) hits the hardwood in practice as Tina Harris (11) and
• Greenwald (9) watch on.

Idaho St.
Eastern Wash.
Montana St,
WeberSL
Nicholls SL (La)
Pittsburgh
Wash.SL
Oregon St.
Calilornia
Michigan

31
28
35
30
24
34
27
31
35
34

17

24
31
21
17
14
24
28
17
31

Overall season record 46-15

roncos heal while gearing up for Bengals
efensive line must
ressure Whitmer
By Lily Looney

The University News
':.:·.~After·a'runweekofbasictraining, the Broncos take to the road
once again when Hall meets Hall at
Idaho State University on October
27.
BSU head coach Skip Hall wiII
lead the Broncos onto the field at
Holt Arena in Pocatello and will
tum them loose against head coach
Garth Hall's ISU Bengals.
The Bengals have suffered two
straight losses to the Broncos, have
not had a winning season since 1983,
and are looking to put an end to
those losing streaks.
Under coach Garth Hall, ISU
has continued to emphasize moving the ball through the air. The
Bengals pioneered the Big Sky
Conference's
utilization of the
passing game. ISU's Hall has
worked with a pass oriented offense
for 20 years.
Hall's key to the Bengals'
passing attack is quarterback Jason
Whitmer. Whitmer, a senior, is a
three year starter for ISU and holds
all of the school's passing and total
ffense career records. Last sean,hecompleted 1700f305passes
or 1,967 yards, 12 touchdowns and
nly nine interceptions.
Containment will be a key pririty of the Bronco defense.
Defensive line coach Steve
urano said, "The focus will be on
ntrolling the ISU offense. We
vetoputthepressureonthequarrback, make him throw the ball
nning backward or horizontal to
ground. We have to give him as
tie time as possible."
The Broncos have given up big
ys in their previous games on the
. Against Long Beach State,
Broncos gave up a 76 yard reand the 4gers scored on a 70
yard touchdown play. .Last
,inArizona. the Broncos failed
stop the Lumberjacks on a 99
touchdown play that made the
ord books as the longest ever
de against the Broncos. To avoid
ingup such key yardage, the
os wiD havctoconeenlrilleon
hoftheirindividual aSsignments

and on the execution of thein.
Defensive end Erik Helgeson
said, "We have to playa flawless
game. Nomistakes," Helgesonalso
added, "It's another do-or-die situation where we have to perform to
our potential. We can't take a passive approach going into the ISU
game or any game for that matter."
"We can never stop working
toward improving. We have to work
on getting better each weak," nose
tackle Anthony Hernandez said.
"Concentration is all it will take to
stop those big plays," he added
On the other side ofthe line, the
Bronco offense will have toconcentrate on capitalizing on each opportunity to score.
Quarterback Mike Virden, with
1,338 yards passing and seven
touchdowns on the season, will have
to take hold of the offense and lead
them to the goal line for a very
important Bronco victory.
Virden has continued to improve this season. He has developed
a stronger understanding of the offense and is executing more efficiently. He has also developed a
stronger sense of leadership.
A combination of execution and
leadership wiII aid Virden in controlling the reins of the spirited
Bronco offense.
Hall wiII concentrate pr1 leading a balanced offensive game plan
against the Bengals. Equal emphasis on the running and the passing
game wiII be the Broncos' plan for a
win over the Bengals.
"Each game gets bigger when
we're working toward staying in the
championship race," head coach
Skip Hall said.
The offensive line will also play
a key role in bringing home a second
straight road victory for the Broncos. The line has received little
recognition for their outstanding
performancesespecially in the
past tWO games. . Linemen Carl
Ramos, David Koch and Lee
Duncan are among key contributors
in making possible thedazzle and
flash of Bronco running backs and
receivers.

Continlledon Page 16
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Linebacker Scott Russell (44) stacks up an opponent's running back'

.' .

Steve Buratto returns to Boise after 15
years--ends up coaching defensive line
By Lily Looney

The University News
It's been 15 years since Boise
State has had the opportunity to
benefit from the football smarts
defensive line coach Steve Buratto
carries with him.
A· former assistant coach at
Boise State, Buratto is the newest
member of Skip Hall's assistant
coaching staff. However, newest
doesn't always mean least experienced. In fact, coach Buratto is one
of the most trained coaches on the
Bronco staff, holding more than
twenty years of experience under
his ben,
Over the years, Buratto has
changed and grown as a coach. He
says he has a better understanding
of what hisjob is and admits that he
has mellowed considerabley.
"I'm able to distinguish, now ,
what is important and what is not,
I'm able to se~te
the wheat from
the shaft, " said Buratto.
Bwatto returns to Boiseaftera

15 year absence from the Bronco
program.
He fITStcoached for the Broncos in 1973 under head coach Tony
Knap.
In his first two years at Boise
State, Buratto helped the Broncos
to three consecutive NCAA Division IInational playoff appearances.
In 1976,BurattofollowedKnap
to the University of Nevada - Las
Vegas, where he served as the defensive coordinator and coached the
linebackers.
Four years later, in 1980,
Buratto made his Canadian Football League coaching debut when
he bacame an assitant coach for the
Saskatchewan Roughriders.
Making his move up the
coaching latter. Buratto became the
defensive coordinator for the British Columbia Lions in 1983 before
becoming the head coach of the
Calgary Stampeders in 1984 and
1985;
.
Coach Buratto returned to
Boise with his wife. Judy, simply

<11(,: __

,« ..

BSU's Steve Buratto
because they were tired of moving.
"I came back to Boise with my
wife, whose family lives here also,
but I wasn't expecting to coach
again."
.
However, Buratto has returned
to the field and is developing' the
1990 Bronco defensive line into a
ruthless. merciless brigade of football warriors. .

Continued on Page 16
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News

Lady Broncos split pair on the road in Big
Sky Confe.rence volleyball action
Lose to Idaho St. but whip Montana St.-face Montana on Oct. 20 in grudge match
By Wendi McCutchen

The University News

,

Brad Hollenbaugh

phol

The Broncos warm up in preparation for a game
Hoops continued frum page 14

..

after teaching and coaching girls'
.basketball in Northglenn, Colo.
Lisa Oriard is also in her first
year as an assistant to June
Daugherty. Oriard comes to Boise
State following a year as an assistant coach at Whitworth College in
Spokane. Oriard played professional basketball in Europe after

graduating from the University of
Washington where she helped her
team win the Pac-lOChampionship
in 1987-88.
June Daugherty is in her second season at the helm of the upstart
Broncos. Daugherty found a lot of
support for the basketball in Boise
as the Broncos averaged 1,827 fans
to their home games last year which
ranked 16th in the nation.

On Saturday, Oct. 13, the lady
Broncos lost to Idaho State in four
games. Except for the first game
which BSU lost 5-15, the others
were close at 12-15, 15-9 (a BSU
win) and 14-16. Idaho State is
leading the conference with a 9-1
record. BSU is in second place at 62. Overall both teams are tied at 147. Obviously, the rest of the season
is very important. Our women must
win ell their remaining conference
games and have help from one or
twootherconference teams to knock
offIdaho State. The Bengals' only
loss was against Montana State.
Hopefully the outcome will be the
same when they meet again.
BSU is on the road this weekend meeting Montana State Friday

Buratto continued from page 14
Buratto is a 1966 graduate of
the University of Idaho and in his
coaching career, has not lost a game
to the Vandals. The BroncoNandal rivalry was non-existent when
coach Burauo was a U of I student.
Boise State was then a junior college and the, two schools were
oblivious to the kind ofrivaIry that
would exist between them in the
future.
When asked about facing his
old alma mater later this season,

39th Annual

USED SKI EQUIPMENT
AND CLOTHING

night and Montana on Saturday.
Both teams were beaten in three
games earlier in the season. However, Montana State is on a four
game winning streak and Montana
is right behind BSU standing in
third place with a 5-3 record,
This is a very crucial week.
Can the Broncos duplicate theirpast
efforts by beating the Montana
teams in 3 straight games? Yes they
can, but only if they get back some
of that momentum on the road that
they generate at home. It's time to
turn up the volume and raise the
pitch.
Interestingly enough is the
statistic that shows when the Broncos play with desire, the resulting
momentum equals a win. In conference play, when a Broncos'
match is decided in three straight
games, we win (BSU is undefeated
coach Buratto said, "No matter who
is lined up on the other side, they're
the enemy."
Steve Burattoseems
to have
two sides to him and each surfaced
as we talked.
Steve Burauo, theperson, when
not talking football has a quiet demeanor. He talks very openly and
warm heartedly about family and
friends; and he is a very attentive
listener.
Steve Buratto, the coach, is
brash and bold; he's a perfectionist
and expects mistake free work from
every athlete. He is the cunning
commander of the Bronco's deathtrap defensive line, and he leads his
unit with tenacity.

in three game matches 6-0). However, in four or five game matches
we arc 0-2.
There arc four home matches
left in the season and home crowd
support definitely helps build the
desire and momentum. Let's help
the Broncos win the conference by
coming out to the last home matches.
The loss to Idaho State was played
during the Vandals Homecoming
and a crowd of over 1600 watched
BSU lose. It's time for some revenge!

On Friday, Oct. 19, BSU defeated Montana
St. in
Bozeman 13-15, 15-9, 15-10,
15-6. On Saturday, Oct. 20,

ISU continued from page 14
This week, the Bronco offensive line must concentrate on protecting Virden and giving him time
to connect with receivers for big
yardage. On the run, the line must
continue to clear the way for backs
Chris Thomas, Bart Hull and David
Tingstad.

The Bengals' defense has improved this season and have become a very physical team. The
Broncos plan to develop their running game first, before taking to the
air.
The Broncos' main priority in
preparing for this week's contest
has been to regain health. Injuries
have been a big factor for the Broncos this season. A string of athletes
have had nagging injuries, but
hopefully the last week of rest and
recuperation has helped to nurse
them back to health. Having those
athletes back on the field will be a
key factor in being prepared to face
the Bengals.

Wheelchair Basketball atBSU

.c':»

The Alternate Mobility Adventure Seekers
(AMASlstuderltclub<
i.ssponsoring
a
wheelpbairgal11e()nWednesday, Oct. 24, at
7. P'.rn.intheBSlJ gyl'n. The AMAS "Bullets"
Yllllta,Keon~t~am.ofable-bodied·.employ~
~~sf,()rnTheiAlJ~io§ourceduringtheirf.irst
t1()megal11~oftt1~season.Admissi()nJs.$1
.. . .
.. .
.
a·t····t·h·
•. e··d················
oor•.·

THURS., FRI., SAT., SUN., NOV 1, 2, 3, &: 4 '

WESTERN IDAHO FAIRGROUNDS

~M~~ftr()m(jte$~p~es$i~lerecreatl()llalld
!~9r!~~!~yi!;~~t9t.!~ep~y$~C~lly~p.~~I.I~ng~~
..
.~rl~i~I:U~~~()~led~:<Calt3a5~3030fOr.:more·
information, or if you have a team to .challenge the Bullets.
.
...

HOW rr WORKS- Everyone who wants to buy or sell 'any
used Iklequlpment Is InvIted. Sellers bring their equipment
durIng check·ln times and prIce their own Items. The
lCIulpment II put on dIsplay and II available for sale during
the Ihow. The BBSRA wIll deduct a commission from each
sele and pay the seller the balance of the sale price. Items
not sold must be retrieved at the end of the sale.

.:-:,

CommissIon proceeds from the sale support the Bogus
Balin SkI Team and Mltey Mite Ski Racing Programs. The
commission Is a tax deductible contribution.
" .
ADMISSIONCHARGE· $1.00 for adults & soe for
children 6-12 wIth children under 6 free.

SELlERS
Thurs.. Nov. 1- 3pm to 9pm
Fri.• Nov. 2 - 90m to lOpm
Sot.. Nov. 3 - noon to 3pm

BUYERS

SELLERS

Fri.•Nov. 2 -eemto lOpm
RETRIEVE
UNSOlDEQUIP
Sot.• Nov.3 -noon to lOpm
SUNDAY.NOV4
SUn.• Nov.4 - noon to 3pm
3pm to Spm
SPONSORED BY THE BOGUS BASIN SKI RACING ALUANCE(BBSRA

1033 BROAD'\NAY
CYCLING JACICB-r.

CLOSE-OUT.

-0;":>7

..

•
Flash fiction piece by Mike Waite

I was awakened from a peaceful slumber one night by a loud crashing
noise. As my head cleared of sleep and I looked around, I saw that there was
nothing in my room that could have made such a sound. I passed it off as part of
a dream" when the noise was repeated, once, twice, three times.
I fmally discerned that the noise was coming from the door, and was in the
midst of getting up to flick on the light when I saw, with a loud sound of rending
wood, the door bursting open.
Framed in the pale moonlight streaming in through my open window I saw
a figure no more than a foot tall standing in the doorway. I only had time to see
that it was human shaped before the figure darted out of sightunder the bed.,
I lay in the bed in a cold sweat. What could it be? Then I heard sounds of
motion and a tugging at the bed covers. It was climbing onto the bed.
I reached up for the lamp on my nightstand, but just as I flicked the switch, I
gasped as I felt an unnatural pre~sure on my legs.
I was shocked by the sight of my sister's Ken doll, complete in the garish
" silver tuxedo top I had seen it in last week, crawling' up my body towards my
head with a hideous sneer on its face in place of the plastic smile I was used to
.
seemg.
I almost lost my sanity when Ken spoke to me in a horrible, scratchy voice,
"You people created me in exactly your own image, with arms and legs and
teeth and hair. But you forgot one thing ..... since you didin't give me any genitals I'll take yours!",
I was galvanized into action. I sprang out of the bed, flicking the nightmare
Ken across the room into the wall. I bolted into the hallway and ran towards the
living room, flicking on the lights as I went.
I turned and saw Ken pursuing me with surprising speed. The only weapon
I could see was a pair of my mom's knitting needles, stuck into a ball of yam on
a shelf in the living room. A knitting needle was my only defense against this
plastic, asexual menace.
I plucked one of the needles out of the ball of yam and wheeled around just
in time to face Ken's charge. I stuck the needle straight out and closed my eyes;
Ken was no more than two feet away.
I'fellajerk and the needle was wrenched out of my hand. I opened my eyes
to see Ken skewered and writhing in agony. I hurriedly grabbed him, threw him
in the toybox, and snapped on a padlock. Then I found some matches and gaso.line and proceeded to send Ken toBarbie Hell.
,
Now I'll never trust a toy again, P-9t.~y~p on~. m~Q~.RY Matte], ----, -,'.

..

~.. ~-.
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collegiate crossword

@Edward Julius
ACROSS

.....

,

.

44
45
46
48
51
54

Collegiate

CW8705

Formation
11 "What's for
Mornings, for short
me?"
Miss Loren
12 --die
River to the Seine 13 Part of A.D.
Brook
19 Leg ornament
Restaurant offer21 Football position
ing (2 wds.)
24 And
Taj Mahal site
25 Bogart role, Sam
Saturday night
specials
Deserve
Do detect i ve work
ProColonist William,
and family
Anglo-Saxon slave

1 Fishing need
5 Code word for the
letter
"A" (pI.)
10 Blue of baseball
14 Sigh words
15 Stir up
56
16 Ever and 57
17 Lariat
18 Filming site
58
(2 wds.)
59
20 Alone (2 wds.)
60
22 Part of TNT
61
23 Pea-picking
machines
62
24 Oog show initials
25 Mrs. Peel's partner
DOWN
27 Writer Mickey, and
family
1 Poi nted remark
32 Sound possibly made 2 Nautical cry
by Garfield
3 Deprive of
33 Seaport near
necessities
Tijuana
4 More minuscule
34 Hiss HacGraw
5 Got up
35 Part of Bogart
6 Recluses
film title (2 wds.) 7 Unusual ship38 "the season •.. "
command (3 wds.)
39 Oisheartened
8 Up unt il (2 wds.)
41 Content of some
9 Trigonometry
humor books
abbreviation
42 Lasting a short
10 European tourist
time
mecca
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Wedding
photography
doesn't need to be expensivel We offer quality, professional wedding coverage
at prices the student can afford. Call us at Sundance
Photo to find how we can fill
your photographic needs:
343-1416 or 378-45n. Use
the money you'll save with us
and have a nicer honeymoon I
WANTED
JudgesforBSU's Invitational
Debate Tournament.
November 2 & 3rd. Starting
Pay-$6.00 a round. College
or High School Speech &lor
Debate Experience. Contact
Kevin Patrick 342·6257.

...

or COD

.-861-0222
InCaJll.(2131477-8226

Or. rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322IdahoAve. #206-A, Los Angeles.CA90025

HELP WANTED orTRAVEL
Christmas, Spring break,
SummerTRAVELFREE. Air
Couriers
needed
and
cruises hlp jobs. Call 1·805682-7555 ext. F-1434.

PUzZLE

Corn e

all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Vlsa/MC

Addressers wanted ~
~!
No experience
necessary. Excellent payl
Work at home. Call toll free:
1-800-395-3283.

'10 '1HE

SINGLE SUCES

1IEBfARCII1fIIMA-.
Largest Ubrary of Information In U.S. -

START THE CHRISTMAS
SPIRIT EARLY. Donateyour
old winter clothesJblankets
to the Women's Crisis center. Any size, shape, or style.
Call 383·0611 (24hrs) Leave
your name, address, phone
I. and pick-Up time. .We'll
come and get your donation.
Why waitlo feel good? Love,
Comm.Lab.· ..• ,
. , ..

AUTOS FOR SALE
Seized cars, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes by
FBI. Call 1-805-682-7555
ext C-1767.
WANTED
Positions available assisting
People who have developmental disabilities gain skills
to . live Independently.
Openings in BOise and Meridian. 888-9802
MAVERIK-AII shifts available. Contact Kathy or Jean.
344·6131.
Looking for a fraternity.
sorority or student organization that would like to earn
$500-$1000 for a one week
on -campus
rna rketi ng
project. Must be organized
and hard working.
Call
Cynthia or 'Jeanine at (800)
592-2121 ext. 120.
.
National marketing
firm
-seeks outgoing, personable
students to work on special
marketing project on-campus. Flexible tlours and excellent pay. No sales. Call
Cynthia at (800) 592-2121
extension 120.
ASSEMBLERS:
Excellent income to assemble products from your
home. 504·646-1700
DEPT. P3439
SELF EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Earn cash distributing credit
card applications on campus.
No seiling. No fee; set own
hours. Call Collegiate Poster,
Netwo*H~9Q)-6aa-7~7Q
... :

C .',Xli ..b;

j"'

FREE SPRING BREAK
TRIPS to Cancun and the
Bahamas. Organize a small
group and you travel FREE.
CALL 1-(800)-344-8360 for
more information.
HOMES FOR SALE
repossessed VA & HUD
homes available from the
government starting from $1
without a credit checkl You
repair. Also tax delinguent
foreclosures.
Call 1-805682-7555 ext. H-2151 for
repo list In your area.
WANTED
.
College
student
(With
parent's help) to buy a 4
bedroom 21/2 bath house
close to BSU for minimal
down payment. Sale price
$52.000. Rent three bedrooms to other students to
make the monthly payment.
YOU COULD LIVE FOR
FREEl
This opportunity
could .be yours by calling
Jimor Nancy Bell ERA City
Realty 338-1570 Office.
385-0785 Home.
FOR SALE:
..7 ft. Burmese python with
heat rock and cage.
3 ft. Boa with cage and heat
rock. 343-2563 Mark
Rm. 203.
FOR SALE:
Classical Acoustic Guitar
$150, Ping Pong Table $70,
Rattan Chair & Stool $35,
Stoneware $10, Wooden
Dressers $10. Call 336·
8702 Leave a message.
Responsible
StUdent
needed to babysit.
Call 385-9046.
House and/or pet sitting,
, references furnished; Rea·
.sonabie rates. Contact
KerrY, 385-148~ Days;!."
.,;
336-0427 EveOlnas;,;,,,,] ~.,,-"
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COLLEGE RB'IRoLoGY
[FOR 'IHE WEEK o[F UC'IoBEa BB, 1990
BY JoYCEJILLBoN
LEO (July 23-August 22).
Mercury enters Scorpio on
It's time to face those classes that
day and the SIDlfollows on
have given you trouble. Tuesday
day. Let a lot of nonsense go by
through Thursday, assignments
onday. Tuesday has lovely
should be on your mind and study
lions for hard work, and they
partners should be your dates. You
et better on Wednesday. On
can actually make a lot of scholastic
sday, a little depression will
progress this week, but be thorough,
e over the whole world-the
get plenty of fresh air and pay
n and Sanun are to blame-but it
attention to nutrition. You should
't last too long. Negative things
keep nearby the phone number of the
you say or do during the day
funniest person you know in case
d have lasting results. People are
self-pity strikes suddenly. Mars in
e insecure, defensive; walk and
the sign of your classmates means
softly •.
you feel the heat of competition. Pick
By Friday everyone is ready
the toughest and invite them to coffee
ugh the darkness away; enjoy the
jokes and tolerant atmosphere of . on Friday. Get more fresh air
Saturday.
Aquarian moon. Next Sunday has
VIRGO (Al!f;ust 23sweet sympathetic Pisces
September 22). Chances are you
uence that helps you make amends
prefer the company of wonderful
et closer to someone who
Intellects. Tuesday through Thursally is rather aloof. Venus,
day, you'll explore serious subjects.
ing moved into Scorpio on
Tutoring on Thursday is one way to
msday, is making everyone's love
help, as you're among those who
es much more interesting.
handle a strong Saturn influence with
ARIES (March 21-April
balanced perspective. There's plenty
). Mars will get you in trouble
of romance in the air, perhaps
nday if you're not careful. You're
involving someone yOlDlger. Friday's
.ttle testy this week, and as the
date with a Capricorn or Caneerian is
pricom moon lends its influence
quiet but very sincere. This isn't a
u might have a run-in with an
great week for conferences with
thority figure. Get some advice
teachers. Over the weekend, avoid
m a Libra if you feel you need to
confrontations with obnoxious
with teachers, administrators or
housemates. Relax next Sunday,
dlords this week. Socialize on
perhaps with a special Aquarian
•day, but wait until the afternoon
friend.
evening. The Aquarian moon is
LIBRA (September 23ry Saturday. until late in the
October 23). Ask all the questions on
emoon when you need to keep
Monday. As of-Tuesday, your shy
ur temper in check once again.
streak kicks in. Plans get changed on
ake some time for meditation next
Wednesday, and then changed again,
Sunday, It's a fine day for quiet
but that's OK. If you're unhappy
study, and you also need to stay in
with your living quarters, this is the
touch wilh your values.
month to make a change. SurroundTAURUS (ApriI20-May
--ings are very important to you; so
20)~AlI1lii!lplanetary action In
think it over. On Thursday, a female
Scorpio is bringing many powerful
teacher presents a challenge; handle
meetings, confrontations and
emotions. If love is beckoning, take a this with great diplomacy (no
problem for you). Technical subjects
chance with a Virgo-they are lucky,
are your strong point Friday, even if
sweet and sensible. Wednesday is
it's just fixing a short in your study
especially wacky; nothing goes the
lamp, Save money by entertaining at
way you planned, but the changes are
home this weekend. Next Sunday is
really interesting. On Thursday, it's
quiet and good for cramming,
up to you to stay on track, keep
proofreading or doing laundry,
smiling. Your weekend begins on
SCORPIO (October 24Friday, with your roommate playing a
November 21). It's your time to
trick on you. Saturday is a good time
shine, as one planet after another
for housecleaning, painting your
moves into Scorpio, boosting your
room or making money. Next
personal influence and energy.
Sunday you could rW1 into an old
Relationships with older people
friend and reminisce awhile.
continue to be strong and fortunate.
GEMINI (May 21-JlDle 21).
Channel your energies and you can
e time of Scorpio is emotional for
get much closer to many of your
orne, but for you it's time to hit the
goals. Some news or gossip that
oks. On Monday, your ruling
reaches you around Thursday could
lanet (Mercury) begins a sojourn,
be a little disturbing; you have a
mphasizing assigned work and
better handle on it by Friday. Also on
etails. An unexpected expense that
Friday, there's plenty of spontaneous
an be shared by you and your
fun waiting for you. Your weekend
ommate won't be such a burden on
plans should be with those you
e budget On Friday the planets are
admire; you're not interested in
better harmony with your soul.
frivolities now so choose companions
e most unexpected people declare
with whom you' can share good
assionate feelings for you. Do some
conversation.
ious cleaning, mending and
SAGITTARIUS (Novemking in your sign, your extra
ber 22-December 21). Mars is to
ergy needs a controlled release,
blame for that roommate who's
ch as dancing or long walks.
driving
you nuts. A change of
CANCER (June 22-July
residence might be called for, but
). Keeping your eye on the ball is
wait until next month is possible. Use
ways best when Mars is iil Gemini,
the library in the month ahead,
it is all month. This isn't the time
especially if it gets noisy at home. A
make aggressive moves, but
little money trouble could take your
tead to quietly build a solid
mind off classwork Thursday; it isn't
olastic foundatlcn, The Scorpio
as bad as it seems at first, unless
is a strong four-week period for
you've been really extravagant lately.
u, when creativity and resourcefulThrift continues to be very important
s lend originality to your work.
Friday provides a lot of answers; by
lationships are highlighted this
the end of the day many puzzles are
; a roommate, lover or close
solved. The weekend could find you
d is even moodier than you
accompanied by last year's love.
ally arel. Get plenty of rest and be
Write or call home next Sunday.
Ort to those who have the
CAPRICORN (December
es.On Friday you might be
22-1IJ1uary 19). A strong spun
to anewromence.
Tuesday through Thursday is good
y IDllnext Sunday are great
for developing assertiveness •
.•tuc!y(YOur aocil1life improves
IpromiaeI). ..... .
Thursday is a test oryour self': .

confidence; show patience, leadership and a willingness to learn from
all experiences. Over the weekend
you have much to offer socially.
Enjoy the attention you receive. The
SUbject of travel is in the air; friends
might invite you to go home with
them for the holidays. A short jaunt
with the gang will make Saturday
special. Bookstores are the best place
to meet a new romance. Cancer is the
sign that needs you now, but Scorpio
will give you the most to think about
AQUARIUS (January 20February 18). It's not often you are
daunted by the competition but
planetary power combinations are
aligning to test your confidence now.
You emerge victorious on Friday,
however, so exercise patience and
poise until then. Ideas that hav' been
in the back of your mind are almost
ready to be put into action; a little
more time is necessary. A strong and
mature mentor is your best friend,
helping you handle and organize !h~
many energies that run through you
now. The moon going into your sign
Friday boosts energy and personal
aura. Get r'enty of exercise Saturday.
Recreation is a necessity to keep you
in tip-top shape.
PISCES (February 19March 20). You are surrounded by
drama as friends or roommates bring
their troubles-real and imagined-to
your door. You'll have enough
material for a novel by the end of the
week. Don't skip any class meetings
Tuesday through Thursday; fascinating information is given. A good
friend, perhaps a Virgo, is becoming a
romantic possibility. This Scorpio
time is great for intellectual endeavors. Let the inspiration of Friday and
Saturday be channeled into siiily,
especially since a date might be
broken Thursday, leaving your
weekend agenda quite bare. The
moon enters your sign Sunday,
renewing energy and restoring a
positive outlook.
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Senate amt'dfrom Front Page

Rape amt'dfrom Front Page

managing partner and did not need
c:onfmnation from Purviance.
In other senate news, Osterloh
announced his resignation from the
Financial Advisory Board.
Osterloh resigned in protest of the
boanI'sallocationofS750toGALA,
the Gay and Lesbian Alliance of
Boise State.
"I didn't see that they were well
enough organized tos~nd
the
money they already had,' Osterloh
said.
Osterloh said his objections had
nothing to do with GALA, but with
,..., the amount of funding for a single
group.
GALA had requested$912 tobring
Richard Carper to campus during
AIDS Awareness Week.
Brian Berquist, spokesperson for
GALA, said Carper's visit is being
co-sponsored with the ASBSU Student Productions Board.
"One of GALA's goals is health
awareness, and this speaker will
really bring home what AIDS is
about," Berquist said.
"
"Carper is not gay, but has AIDS.
He walked across the nation and has
written a book educating people,
about AIDS," Berquist said.
AccordingtoBerquist,Carperwill
speak on Tues., Oct. 23 from 3 - 5
6- p.m, in the Big Five room of the
SUB. Carper will also spend a day
at the residence halls speaking to
smaller groups and conducting informal fireside talks.
<

attorney's office and its role in rape
cause it·is .a big issue. theri more cases. Barnellwill speak about male
peoplewiU realize they will not get victims of sexual assault and give
away with it, like DUI's, they had psychiatric perspectives on rape
to have a greater consequence for it, victims and assailants.
itbecame such abig thing, the same
Victoria Siedenfeld, a communithing with getting away with raping cation lab member and major, got
your wife legally in Idaho right together all of the speakers, said she
now," said communication major thought "each of the speakers are
Rhonda Clemens.
fully qualified in their fields, all of
Clemens isa member of commuthem have had public experience
nication lab, a required class for speaking about these issues. Iverson,
majors, working in conjunction with especially has even had national
the Women's Crisis Center, in sub- acclaim:'
group' "seminar
The stugroup. n
den
t
"I think date
YWCA is
and acquainworking on
tance
rape
campus in
happen a lot
"Girls shouldn't be afraid ••.
an on-gomore
often
ingeffortto
people should be mad not
than people
keep stuashamed."
think,"
she
dents insaid.
formed
Gina Baker,
about
date
also a member of lab, said "Obvirape and rape. According to the Oct.
ously its important, people are 5 issue of The Statesman, their efgetting (date) raped."
forts are not unfounded. Rape has
Kitty Lawe said, "Girls shouldn't
rose 36 percent since 1988 in the
be afraid. I mean nobody ever goes Boise community. In the streets
out and reports it, people should be between Broadway and Capitol, 5
mad not ashamed."
or 6 rapes occurred between Jan.
Thepanelists wiUspeak about date
1987 and Feb. 1990. Statistics also
rape and various aspects of it. show 1 outof6college women will
Iverson
will
speak
about
be the victim of a rape.
assertiveness, how relationships
Communication lab is also putdevelop and the messages we give ting together a variety of awareness
our partners, Herzing will speak packages for the fall semester about
about the role of the victim's advo- awareness on date rape and rape
cate, In direct relation Gillis will
issues all in conjunction with the
speak about the role of the victim's
Women's Crisis Center. A rap seswitness advocate and give general
sion for the dorms on campus is
information about the prosecuting
planned as well as a luncheon, both

featuring speakers from the community.
So far the dQrms have done little
in preventing date or acquaintance
rape, according to Siedenfeld.
Baker said she found one item in
Driscoll Hall giving information to '
students. Theposterwas about drugs
and sexual pressure and young ehildren.The jist of the poster was
reasons to wait to have sex.
Baker said she felt strongly about
having a date rape symposium because there was nothing out there.
The speakers for the symposium
have all had experience 10 the area
of date rape; Iverson developed
programs for parents and adolescents on teen sexuality and it was
used as a model for the rest of the
coun~. She specialized in maternal/chlld health issues for 16 years
and she is currently teaching birthing
and parenting classes while conducting public speaking engagements on health issues and rape.
Herzing was a counselor for two '
years with the Boise YWCA, where
Photo by Brian
she specialized in counseling on
BSU's emergency phone
domestic violence and rape.
Barnell works with adolescents as
system gets an addition.
a Psychiatric Technician at St.
standing or label that is looked upon
Luke's. Her experience includes
with respect in order for people to
work with male victims of sexual
listen to the issue," Clements said.
abuse.
The date rape symposium is only
Gillis, as a Victim Witness Coorone presentation during the week
dinator with the Prosecuting
long Sexual Awareness Week, runAttorney's office, is a frequent
speaker in the community on rape ning from Oct.22 to 27. The public
is welcome and encouraged to atissues and the system of prosecutterid, Siedenfeld said.
ing offenders.
,Jhis is the time to Get Aware!
"You have to have some people in
the community with some kind of

Maxey blasts Bush administration's racism
By Loren Petty

The University News
_
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Carl Maxey has been fighting all
his life.
During World War IIhe served in
the, then segregated, United States
Army. As a freshman at the University of Oregon he joined the
American Civil Liberties Union.
While attending Gonzaga Law
School he won the NCAA light
heavyweight boxing championship.
In 1951, with a $150 loan from his
boxing coach, he opened a law
practice
He has been a respected civil rights
attorney ever since.
Maxey, who now practices law in
Spokane Washington, was invited
by the BSU Student Chapter of the
ACLU to speak at BSU Saturday,
Oct. 13. Maxey delivered his speech
in the Big 4 room of the SUB to a
crowd of 60 to 70 people.
The speech was laced with wit but
was also somewhat disturbing as
Maxey discussed the many ways in
which the United States fails to live
up to its promise.
The subject of the speech was,
"The Politics ofGeorge Bush (How
He Burns The Flag)."
Maxey said President Bush is
attempting
to violate the Ist
Amendment right to free speech
e

I!.

.

with his proposal of aconstitutional
amendment to ban flag burning.
He characterized
Americans
overzealous devotion to the flag as
an idolatrous relationship and Bush
as an opportunist who lOOkadvantage of that relationship.
Maxey pointed out that Bush
wrapped himself in the flag during
the 1988 campaign; visiting flag
factories and deriding his opponent
as one who did not love the flag as
much ashe.
At the same time, Maxey said,
Bush violated the principles the flag
stands for with his Willy Horton ads
which portrayed frightening images
of violent black men unleashed by
the ineptitude of Micheal Dukakis.
He went on to say these ads created
a new climate of fear, terror and
racism in the United States.
"In my lifetime I will never forgive what George Bush did, not to
me, not to black people as a whole,
but to America."
Maxey said, there is a concerted
effort to distract Americans with
the flag burning issue, " ... a single
group of single-minded people is
telling us that we have to bow and
pay allegiance to a garment and not
a principal:'
According to Maxey, proving your
allegiance to your country should
not be embodied in the worship of a
piece of cloth. Instead, he suggested

IJy Tamara

Sandmeyer

The University News
According to an article in The
Statesman on Oct. 18 by Charles
Etlinger;AdaCounty has agreed to
purchase more land for the public
landfill, although they estimate the
current space allows for approximately 100 more years' worth of
trash. Yet with expanded growth
projected for this area, the current
property could fill up in 25 years
without a recycling program, according to Ada County Commissioner Judy Peavey. With one it
could last 200 years.
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proving your sincerity by foUowing
the calJ made by President John
Kennedy, "Ask not what your
country can do for you but what you
can do for your country."
Maxey continued, "Burning itself

is abhorant. Whetherit' s burning of
a house, whether it's napalming a
field or burning a flag. Make up
your minds what constitutes the real
desecration of the flag:'
Maxey proceeded to give ex-

amples of the many ways in which
we desecrate our flag everyday.
He described the manner in which
minorities are victimized in this
country. "( Desecration is) "the
stinking ghettoes in big cities packed
with frustrated and embittered and
helpless blackpeopleand poor white
people .... It is the disgraceful conditions imposed on the American
Indians, the Chicanos and field migrant workers ... .It's the delaying
tactics of politicians in keeping alJ
people of color from coming into
their heritage in full as United States
citizens .... It is those people who
refuse to alJow women to take full
, and complete ... ownership of their
bodies, just like the man has for
years."
He spoke of the growing crime
rate as another desecration of the
principles the flag stands for," 9,200
people in this country were killed
by handguns last year, 15,000 were
wounded .... There are more black
youths in prison then there are in
colJege. The life expectancy in
Harlem is 40 years. Homicide is the
leading cause of death for blacks
between the ages of 25 and 15. The
national (homicide) rate of all young
people, of all races, is 22 percent
per hundred thousand; the highest
in the world:'
, During the past decade the gap
. between the rich and poor in

America has grown at an alarming
rate. Maxey sees this issue as a
desecration of American principles.
''Underthe leadershipofBusb and
Reagan in the 1980's,two million
children felJ under the poverty level,
while the number ofbillionionaires
quintupled, n said Maxey. Employment does not guarantee an escape
from poverty either. Two parent
family workers, 44 percent of all
American citizens are living below
the poverty level; Some 32 million
Americans, mostly white, live in
poverty, Of all the advanced countries in the world we are the only
one that does not have a health care
program."
Maxey concluded his speech with
a call to action "We should all get
insulted by the fact that in a hundred
different ways daily we ourselves
defile our flag. We trample its spirit.
...If we do not try and ... remedy
what the flag represents, then it will
become a meaningless token, an
idle gesture, a fiction. When that
happens the flag and the country
and society as we know it, will be
beyond desecration. And you will
need far more than a thousand different points of light to fmd your
way back home,"

There is an emphasis on prevention in many areas, such as medicine, dental care, car maintenance
and so on. The situation with waste
is actually past the point of prevention. Measures must be taken OUL .
"If we get a good recycling program in ..." is a quote from Peavey.
There is no question that the need
exists to have curbside recycling.
The reluctance for such a program
is absurd. There is concern that an
additional $2 charge would make
people angry and indeed some have
expressed their sentiments about the
minimal charge. How much is it
going to cost in' the near. future to

dig our way out of the waste, contamination and filth? More than $2
per household, not to mention the
nondenominational costs to land,
wildlife, human and land health.
,People balk at recycling because
of the supposed inconvenience and
time consumption in learning new,
habits of trash disposal. Separate
containers
would be required.
Separating trash Itemssuchasglass,
plastics, newspaper, tin and aluminum. Big hassle.
A mandatory curbside recycling
program should be implemented by
1991. Public education can be
quickly and effectively accom-

plished through the use of television, newspaper, radio and mailings with instructions .. Decisions
on containers, pick-up storage and
contractual ..arrangementswitlt.
_
bulk recyclers can be established
with a competent team of people
working on these areas.
'
Institutions who are progressing
with their own recycljngprograms
should not be. looked upon as
brilliant public relations. cooroinators; They should be seen-as.
doing their job in aJ1 area that
doesn'tallowforalternatives.
Recycling is a lifestyle that should·
have been incorporated long ago.
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